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Consultants' Meeting on 
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry 

Zagreb, April 1995 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) has developed into a major analytical 
tool for the measurement of ultra-low-level long-lived radionuclides. It is of 
paramount importance to promote the use of AMS within the IAEA. This 
would be particularly beneficial for the following IAEA programs: 

- Safeguards 
- Physical and chemical sciences 
- Human health 
- Food and agriculture 
- Radioactive waste management 
- Radiation safety 
- Industry and earth sciences 

Present applications of AMS 

AMS being one of the most powerful ion beam analysis techniques is 
presently applied in many fields. Some of the major fields are: 

- Geology 
- Geophysics 
- Mineralogy 
- Oceanography 
- Biophysics and medicine 
- Hydrology 
- Environment 
- Climatology 
- Cosmochronology 
- Ecology 
- Paleontology 
- Nuclear physics 
- Archaeology 
- Material science 
- Art sciences 
- Monitoring of nuclear facilities and safeguard related 

activities 
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AMS applications for the IAEA (in arbitrary order). A few examples are 
>ented in the Applications Section of this report. 

- Nuclear safeguards and monitoring of nuclear sites and waste storage 

- Environmental monitoring. AMS is becoming a powerful tool in the 
detection of long-lived radionuclides that can be used to trace specific 
nuclear activities: 

• Reactor operation: 14C, ^H, 36ci, 
• Fuel reprocessing: 129^ U-Pu 
• Uranium enrichment: U isotopes 

- Water resource development and marine environment protection 
- AMS has demonstrated capabilities for detection of and 36Q; 
salination processes (36ci) and movement of nuclear industry 
pollutants (129j). 

- Nutrition and Human Health related environmental studies 
- Tracing and labeling studies, including clinical studies, are 
performed with AMS to study toxicity, kinetics and metabolism with 
the following radionuclides: 14c,26aI, 10Be and 4 1Ca. Use of long-
lived isotopes as labels can substantially reduce the need for disposing 
of nuclear waste. 

- Pollution and environmental monitoring 
- Sources of atmospheric organic pollution 
(e.g. biogenic, fossil) are identified by 14C analysis. 

- Agriculture 
- Soil erosion is estimated by measurement of in-situ produced l^Be 
and 26a1. 
- Influence of acid rain on crops is evaluated by measuring the uptake 
of 26Al by roots. 

- Global climate change 
- 14c and other long-lived nuclides measured by AMS have opened 
vast fields of investigation in oceanography, studies of the global 
carbon cycle, ice core and sediment profiling. 
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Consultants' Recommendations 

1. The IAEA is presently working in the area of development of reference 
materials, inter-laboratory comparisons and quality assurance. It is highly 
recommended that this program be further developed and extended to 
include all the AMS isotopes. 

2. It is essential that AMS analytical techniques be made available to IAEA. 
We recommend that the establishment of an IAEA AMS facility be 
initiated in order to fulfill the specific needs of the IAEA, such as those 
related to international safeguard programs. 

We recommend that the IAEA immediately establish facilities and 
appropriate protocols for reception, storage and preparation of AMS 
samples. This facility should include high-class clean laboratories and 
analytical capabilities for screening purposes. 

We recommend that, particularly in the initial stages, the IAEA 
exploits the capacity and expertise of existing AMS facilities. The IAEA 
should send Agency staff to these AMS facilities to be familiarized with 
all aspects of the technique. 

We recommend that the specifications of the needed IAEA AMS in-
house facility should be defined in light of the experience accumulated. 
We estimate that the cost will be US $ 3-4 million for a commercially 
available AMS facility. Such a facility will be capable of analyzing 
as well as l°Be, 14c and 26Al. At the moment, detection of and 
41Ca requires a much larger AMS system, which is not commercially 
available. These special isotopes can be measured by some of the 
network laboratories on existing large nuclear physics accelerators. 
Although not yet demonstrated at ultra-low levels and acceptable 
protocols have not been developed, it is anticipated that AMS 
measurements of isotopic ratios of actinides and other heavy elements 
may become available through the ongoing research at existing 
laboratories. This fact should be taken into consideration when 
preparing the specifications for the IAEA facility. This facility will need 
a permanent staff of approximately five people, excluding sample 
preparation requirements. We anticipate that the staff should include 
two technicians for routine maintenance of the accelerator and three 
professional staff at the Ph.D. level for user interactions, sample 
loading, programming, data handling and sample book-keeping. 
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We recommend that the Agency does not consider upgrading any 
existing accelerator facility as an alternative to the above in-house AMS 
facility. Experience shows that to serve as a viable alternative, this 
solution would prove too costly in both hardware, maintenance and 
manpower. 

3. The Zagreb tandem laboratory should be encouraged by the IAEA to 
initiate upgrading for AMS in the framework of the Agency's policy of 
knowledge transfer. A minimal upgrade, which would allow l^Be 
measurements could be done for about US $ 100,000. However, to achieve 
measurements of the full suite of conventional AMS isotopes, excluding 
36ci and 41Ca, with state of the art accuracy and throughput would require 
a hardware investment of US $ 2-3 million. 

4. It is essential to maintain the exploitation of the network of the existing 
AMS facilities in the Member States. This will ensure transfer of 
techniques and research and development results to the IAEA and 
credibility and acceptance of the data obtained. 

5. We believe that the IAEA should promote development of AMS methods 
in Member States. In particular the application of AMS in developing 
countries should be encouraged. 
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World-Wide AMS Labs 

U.S.A. Argonne 
Arizona 
Livermore 
North Texas 
Pennsylvania 
Purdue 
Rochester 
Seat t le 
Woods Hole 
Naval Research Laboratory 

FN + Linac 
Tandetron 
FN 
NEC 3 MV 
FN 
FN 
MP (shutting down) 
FN 
Tandetron 
NEC 3MV (project initiated) 

China Beijung ÏAE 
Peking U. 
Shanghai 
Shanghai 
Lanzhou IMP 

HI-13 tandem 
EN 
Small cyclotron 
6 MV tandem 
2 MV tandem 

Germany Darmstadt 
Erlangen 
Kiel 
Munich 

Unilac 
EN 
Tandetron 
MP + Linac 

Austral ia Canberra 
Lucas Heights 
Sydney 

14 UD 
FN 
Tandetron 

Japan Nagoya 
Osaka 
Tokyo 

Tandetron (2) 
Cyclotron 
5 MV Tandem 

Britain Oxford Tandetron 

Canada Chalk River 
Toronto 

MP 
Tandetron 

I ta ly Legnaro 
Naples 

XTU 
3 MV Tandem 

Netherlands Groningen 
Utrecht 

Tandetron 
EN 

Denmark Aarhus EN 

France Gif-sur-Yvette Tandetron 

Israel Rehovot 14 UD 

New Zealand Lower Hut EN 

Sweden Uppsala EN 

Switzerland Zurich EN 
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The Principles of Possible IAEA Instrumentation 
for AMS Measurements 

Introduction 

During the recent AMS meeting in Zagreb, it was the unanimous opinion of the 
Consulting Group that ultimately the Agency should add in-house AMS capability. 
The recommendation was that "AMS analytical techniques should become available 
to the International Atomic Energy Agency to allow the agency to fulfill its specific 
needs, including those related to safeguard programs". While initially such a 
program would exploit the capacity and expertise of existing AMS facilities, it was 
suggested that, at an appropriate time, specifications for an IAEA in-house facility be 
defined in light of the knowledge gained from existing laboratories. 

The sense of the above meeting was that a central objective of an in-house facility 
should be to provide a moderate output of precision measurements of stable and 
radioactive isotopes from across the whole periodic table. This should be contrasted 
to large scale production centers such as Lawrence Livermore, Woods Hole or Lucas 
Heights where measurements are made of many thousands of samples per year. For 
those isotopes such as ^CI and 41Ca, that require the use of very large AMS systems 
not available in a commercially integrated package, it was the opinion of the 
Consulting Group that these special isotopes should be measured for the IAEA 
using one or more of the existing large nuclear physics AMS facilities until their 
measurement by low energy machines has been developed. 

If the recommendations of the consultants are heeded and a decision is made to 
define an in-house AMS instrument, the following notes may provide a useful 
starting point for writing procurement specifications. 

Background Information 

In essence, Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) is a version of the tandem mass 
spectrometry procedures that have become widely used by chemists for elucidation 
of molecular structures1. The additional feature that AMS introduces is that the two 

* Contributed by: K.H. Purser, A.E. Litherland, L.R. Kilius, and X.-L. Zhao, IsoTrace Laboratory, 
University of Toronto, Canada 

1 F.W. McLafferty, Science, (1981), 241,280, 
F.W. McLafferty, (Ed) "Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS)", (1983) John Wiley , N.Y. 
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mass spectrometers of such a tandem instrument are separated by an electrostatic 
accelerator that increases the ion energy from thousands of electron volts, (keV), to 
millions of electron volts, (MeV). At MeV energies, small angle scattering from 
residual gas is dramatically reduced and interfering molecules can be fragmented 
and eliminated. Also, nuclear detection techniques can be applied for identifying 
and counting individual ions with high efficiency and great specificity. Sensitivities 
comparable to those of conventional mass spectrometry can be achieved. However, 
the AMS background reduction techniques permit isotopic ratios to be measured 
that are as much as a million times greater than those achievable using 
conventional mass spectrometry2. 

The most significant features of AMS procedures are the separation of isobaric 
interferences and the ability to eliminate molecular interferences with 100% efficacy. 
Isobaric interferences can be separated by negative or positive ion methods. The 
elimination of molecular ions is possible because when atoms and molecules, 
traveling with MeV energies, are directed through a region of high pressure gas or 
through a foil, several electrons are stripped away. This expulsion of valency 
electrons destroys molecular bonding, and induces molecules to disintegrate under 
the influence of internal Coulomb forces. A loss of three electrons from any neutral 
molecule generally guarantees fragmentation into lighter components that can be 
rejected in the second mass filter of the tandem instrument. 

Until recently, there has been a widespread belief that large high-energy accelerators 
are needed for producing the necessary charge state that will ensure molecular 
dissociation during the analysis of heavy elements. However, from an 
instrumentation point of view, the use of large and expensive accelerators is an 
obvious disadvantage. In several of the attached appendixes, it is demonstrated that 
large accelerators are frequently not necessary. For example, in the IsoTrace 
contributions, 210Po/210Pb, ^ R a , 230Th, 231Pa, 234U and 236U were all detected at 
natural abundances. Similarly, 244Pu was detected as the negative ion and more 
easily as the oxide from a charcoal sample having 1013 244Pu atoms attached. This 
data was all obtained using accelerator voltages well below 2.5 MV. Sensitivity or 
isotopic ratio limitations in these measurements were not compromised due to low 
acceleration voltages although the measurements could have been improved 
significantly if a higher resolution injection magnet had been available. The 
opinion of the AMS consultants was that a tandem operating reliably at terminal 
voltages up to 3MV would be appropriate for an in-house IAEA instrument. 

2 Elmore, D., Phillips, F.M. (1987) "Accelerator Mass Spectrometry", Science 236, pp543. 
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AMS Applications 

There are more than 140 radioisotopes with half-lives greater than one year and, to 
date, the detection of long-lived radio-isotopes represents a dominant part of AMS 
measurements. However, only a handful have been measured by AMS. These 
include 10Be, 14C,26Al, ^Cl , 41Ca and 129I. Figure 1 shows the relative detection 
efficiency for a few selected isotopes, comparing AMS with radioactivity. 

In addition, there are also developments at several AMS laboratories aimed at 
measuring low levels of stable elemental impurities in semiconductor components 
and in geological samples. With one exception (In), for every element there is at 
least one isotopic mass that is isobar-free, allowing elemental detection at AMS 
sensitivity using a comparatively small accelerator. 

Looking towards even heavier masses, efforts are presently being made at several 
laboratories to extend AMS measurements to include the long-lived actinides. 
Clearly, these could be important for safeguards programs. In principle, AMS 
measurements are practical for many of these isotopes as, often, alpha decay has 
reduced interfering isobars to low levels. 

A Possible IAEA Broad-Range AMS Facility 

Figure 2 shows the schematic of a precision, broad mass-range AMS instrument 
designed to make measurements at modest throughput. The instrument centers 
around a 3.0 MV tandem accelerator. The principles of this instrument will be 
described under several headings, each of which will be considered individually: 

1) Ion Source 
2) Primary Mass Selector 
3) Accelerator and Stripper 
4) Second Mass Selector Including Additional Charge Changes 
5) Detector 
6) Controls 

1: The Ion Source 

Historically, sputter ion sources have been widely applied for making AMS 
measurements because of their low memory effects. This trend will probably 
continue as the sputter source is convenient to use and is an efficient source of those 
negative ions having a high electron affinity. Sputter sources with miniature ion 
probes have been extensively developed for secondary ion mass spectrometry 
(SIMS) and have been applied to allow specific small areas of samples to be explored 
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at AMS sensitivity. Such a scanning source could be attractive for IAEA 
applications. 

Unfortunately, the neutral-negative conversion efficiency of sputter sources 
decreases dramatically for atoms having low electron affinity and high mass. As an 
example, the negative ion yield of a high mass negative ion with an electron affinity 
of ~ 50 meV, may be as much as eight orders of magnitude lower than that of C-

from graphite, where the electron affinity is ~ 1.3eV. Thus, ultimately, several 
complimentary types of negative ion sources will be needed to extend the usefulness 
of any AMS laboratory. One such apparatus being developed uses cesium or sodium 
vapor as a charge changing medium for converting to negative polarity positive 

ions extracted from a positive SIMS source. Charge exchange fractions do not show 
a strong dependence on mass or electron affinity and the yield of negative ions is 
expected to be high for many elements. 

In any IAEA facility layout, substantial space should be provided for future source 
expansion. 

2: The Primary Mass Selector 

Many of the backgrounds seen in AMS originate within the injector stage. There are 
several reasons for this: Firstly, sputtered atoms do not have a unique energy and 
the energy spectrum frequently has a 1/E2— shaped tail. Consequently, ions from a 
major isotope can be transmitted through the injection magnet at the same field 
settings required for a heavier rare isotope. Secondly, atoms or molecular species 
that change charge or fragment within the extraction field of the source can lead to 
ions having an energy that can allow injection into the tandem. Thirdly, metastable 
molecules that decay in field-free regions can mimic the kinematic properties of the 
wanted ions. For example, 174Yb" produced in flight from 174YbH" can be selected by 
the injector magnet in company with 173Yb~. 

To minimize such effects, the injection arrangements must be designed carefully 
and be operated at low vacuum pressures. In the arrangement sketched in figure 2, 
the ions that have been selected on the basis of momentum by passage through the 
mass defining aperture, (A2), are analyzed further for energy by the 90° spherical 
electrostatic field, ESA1. For adequate resolution, the equilibrium radius of 
curvature of both magnetostatic and electric analyzers would be -0.75 meters. 
Equality of these two radii causes the combined arrangement to be non-dispersive in 
energy; small changes in acceleration voltage at the ion source are compensated so 
that to first order the position of the selected mass beam at the aperture A3 is stable. 
Ideally, there should be electric analyzers before and after the magnetic analyzer to 
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eliminate the unnecessary injection of fragmented molecules. However, one 
electric analyzer following the magnetic analyzer will suffice in most cases. 

To achieve high quality actinide measurements, the mass resolution of the injector 
magnet should be significantly greater than that in use at any operating AMS 
laboratory. Experience at IsoTrace, where the effective mass resolution of the 
present injection-magnet is between 300 and 400, indicates that for a future heavy 
mass system, the mass resolution should be ~ 800. This requirement translates into 
the need for a well corrected, uniform-field, double-focusing magnetic analyzer 
having a radius of curvature of - 0.75 meter. A large gap is essential to minimize 
beam loss during mass switching, which would lead to fractionation. 

Isotopic Ratio Measurements: To determine isotopic ratios accurately, it is desirable 
that the relevant isotopes of the wanted element be measured after passing through 
the entire acceleration sequence. In principle, ions of the isotopes being compared 
should travel along identical trajectories between the ion source and the exit from 
the accelerator, so that transmission efficiencies will be similar and will largely 
cancel in ratio measurements. Two methods of achieving this have been used in 
the past: (1) Sequential acceleration of individual isotopes3 . (2) Simultaneous 
injection using a recombinator4 . It is our opinion that for an IAEA broad-range 
instrument, sequential injection is more practical at this stage. Later, for specific 
high-priority measurements, recombination can be utilized. 

Using a "bouncer" for sequencing the injection of isotopes serially, it is possible to 
electronically select at high speed a single specific mass for injection without the 
necessity of rapidly varying the magnetic field, a procedure that can be difficult or 
even impossible to realize with rapidity because of eddy currents. In practice, a 
modest range of masses can be individually selected by changing the energy of the 
ions within the boundaries of the magnetic analyzer leaving the energy and optics 
of the ions with the remainder of the AMS system unchanged. 

To achieve the necessary energy modulation, such systems include a mass-selection 
inflection magnet having an electrically isolated vacuum box. Three issues are 
critical: First, the mass selecting electric wave form must be accurately flat topped to 
prevent wanted ions being intercepted at the mass defining aperture, A2. Secondly, 
the shape of the injection/non-injection waveform for each isotope must be 
accurately known as the on-off ratio is needed for calculating isotopic abundances. 
Thirdly, the parameters of the whole AMS system, from ion source to final detector, 

3 Purser, K.H., (1978)"Acceierators-The Solution to Direct Detection", Proc. 1st Conf. on Radiocarbon 
Dating with Accelerators, ed H.E. Gove pl-32,. 

4 Purser, K.H., Smick, T.H., and Purser, R.K. (1990). "A Precision 1 4 C Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometer". Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Physics Research«. B52 263-268. 
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must be stable for periods that are long compared to the mass-sequencer repetition 
period. 

3: The Accelerator and Stripping Stage 

Because isotopic ratios as great as 1015:1 will need to be measured from time to time, 
intense intermittent ion currents from stable isotopes must be accelerated. Thus, 
the terminal voltage and the gradients along the acceleration tubes must 
demonstrate good regulation against beam loading. In practice, the current 
capability of the accelerator should be high and substantial resistor divider currents 
should be directed down the divider chains to solidly establish the voltage gradient 
along the acceleration tubes. Furthermore, because the dispersion of the 
spectrometer components following the accelerator must be high to guarantee 
adequate background elimination, the acceleration potential must be ultra-stable. 
The system should demonstrate a voltage constancy, from no load to full load 
conditions, (0 < Ibeam < 100 H-A) better than 1:5000 on the time-scale of a few mS. 
Experience indicates that a 3 million volt tandem accelerator, voltage-stabilized 
using a precision generating voltmeter, can be adequate. 

Stripping: Generally, the cross sectional area of an ion beam will not be gaussian 
and a large diameter stripping canal is essential to ensure that ions present in the 
"wings" of the beam are transmitted with high efficiency especially in view of 
multiple scattering. Small losses in the stripper can lead to large fractionation errors 
and the system design goal should be 100% particle transmission efficiency through 
the stripper. This requirement leads to a large stripper diameter and substantial 
flows of gas that must be handled by a terminal pump. 

Figure 3 shows a recent terminal pumping system designed for PRIME Lab5 . Gas 
leaving the ends of the stripping canal is recirculated by the first pump. The second 
evacuates the terminal ends of each accelerator tube. More than 97% of the gas 
leaving the ends of the stripper canal is recycled back to the canal center. The second 
pumping stage reduces the gas flow to the tubes by a further order of magnitude and 
pumps outgassing products from the terminal ends of each tube. The pressure at 
the terminal ends of the acceleration tubes is below 10-6 Torr. The pumps used are 
turbomolecular drag pumps having a high fore-pump pressure tolerance. This 
allows the gas from the tubes to be stored in a flask that can be emptied periodically 
through the main vacuum system. The use of a storage flask, rather than a second 
stage of recirculation, permits outgassing products from the pumps and tubes to be 
removed effectively. 

Purser, K.H., Elmore, D., Mueller, K.A., Miller, T.E., Hyder, McK. H. R., Enge, H. (1994), 
"Upgrading Program for the FN Tandem and AMS System at PRIME Lab", NIM. B 92, pp 69-73. 
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Gas stripping can introduce isotopic fractionation that is pressure dependent. 
Hence, it is essential to establish a reproducible gas pressure at the center of the 
stripping canal. In practice, this is surprisingly difficult to achieve as both 
temperature and insulating tank gas pressure can effect the flow rates through most 
leak valves. Furthermore, because of the effectiveness of the terminal pumps it is 

impossible to precisely adjust the pressure at the center of the stripper canal based on 
measurements made at ground. Thus, pressure should be monitored at the feed 
point of the canal. 

4 : Second Mass Spectrometer 

While the tandem accelerator is a powerful tool for eliminating molecular 
interferences, it is also a significant source of new backgrounds. Due to the 
fundamental feature of long accelerating tubes that operate under relatively poor 
vacuum conditions, any beams leaving the tandem can be accompanied by a 
background of particles having a continuous energy spectrum that arises from 
charge changing. Such a continuum spectrum is a problem because all other types 
of background show discrete features that are easier to identify and remove. In the 
instrument design of figure 2, beams having incorrect E / q values are removed by 
the electric analyzer, ESA2, immediately following the tandem accelerator. 

Ambiguities in E / q that originate due to charge changing along the acceleration 
tubes can be significantly attenuated by using an inclined field arrangement similar 
to that shown in figure 4. It can be seen that four stages of inclined fields are needed 
to simultaneously cancel the introduced radial velocity and displacement. The 
radial impulse introduced within region 1 is canceled by an equal and opposite 
radial impulse in region 2. Radial displacement is still present at the exit from 
region 2 and this is removed by a symmetrical set of impulses within section 3 and 
4. Charge-changing introduced ambiguities are largely rejected because full 
cancellation of the radial impulses is only achieved for those ions that have not 
charge changed in the inclined field region and particles that have charge changed 
tend to move off axis. 

An important class of mass ambiguities arises from molecular dissociation products. 
Referring to figure 2, the energy, Ea, of atomic ions leaving the exit from the tandem 
is: 

Ea = ( Q + l ) V T 

Here, Q is the positive charge state of ions selected by ESA2 
V t is the tandem accelerator terminal potential 

If molecules having the specified mass, M, accompany the wanted atoms, the 
energy, Em , of a molecular fragment of mass m, is given by: 
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E ^ q + m/M) VT 

where q is the charge state of the fragment, m. 

To separate these two sets of particles using the electrostatic deflector, ESA2, the 
necessary resolution, R^, can be shown to be: 

Rel = { [ ( Q + l ) / Q ] x q M } x l / n 

where n = [(Mq/q) - m | 

Clearly, when n = 0, the resolution needed to separate the atomic ions from the 
molecular fragments becomes infinite and these molecular fragments will be 
transmitted without attenuation through the first electrostatic deflector stage, ESA2. 
In practice, resolution limitations and the Coulomb explosion process that often 
occurs during molecular fragmentation, may introduce significant energy spreads 
that can be added or subtracted from fragments. 

When the above molecular ambiguities become troublesome, a gas stripper and a 
second electric analyzer (ESA3) is available to make possible their elimination. The 
gas charge exchange at ground disperses the previously selected ions into a new 
charge-state distribution. If now, the second electrostatic deflector at ground, ESA3, 
selects a charge-state Q' from this new distribution, where Q' is not a multiple or 
sub-multiple of the original Q, then ambiguities can be completely eliminated 
without the need for very high resolution. As an example, if ions having Q = 3+ are 
selected by the electrostatic deflection, ESA2, the charge state of ambiguities, q, can be 
1+ or 2+. If now the original Q=3+ ions have their charge state modified by a second 
charge exchange and this new distribution is analyzed a second time to only 
transmit only Q' = 4+ or 5+ ions, the ambiguities can be completely eliminated by the 
following electrostatic analysis stage ESA3, which requires only modest resolution 
(for this task). 

As an example of the use of such a charge exchange sequence, consider the detection 
of the long-lived isotope 12916 . Using conventional AMS procedures, it is necessary 
to accelerate 129I in the 5+ charge state because, fortunately, 1 0 3Rh 4 + is extremely rare 
in the samples: 129j3+ cannot be used because of the m / M ambiguity from 86Sr2+ and 
43Ca1+; 129j4+ cannot be used because of ^ M o ^ which is a common contaminant. 
In the mode described here, selecting 129j3+ from the tandem, rather than 5+, the 
terminal conversion efficiency is increased by a factor of 8.1 for V j = 1.05 MV and 

Kilius, L.R., etal. (1987) NucL Inst Meth. B29, pp72. 
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Fig. The geometry of the tilted electrodes that define the inclined fields within the positive-ion acceleration tube. For 
those ions that do not undergo charge exchange within this inclined acceleration region, the radial impulses integrate to zero, 
and the wanted particles exit axially and with zero slope. However, when a single charge exchange takes place, the radial 
impulses do not integrate to zero, causing these unwanted particles to exit the tube with non-zero slope and radial 
coordinates. 
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4.45 for V j = 2.95 MY. Of course, due to the second charge exchange, a loss of 
efficiency must be factored in and, at equilibrium, this is about one quarter in both 
cases. Overall, the transmission efficiency through the spectrometer is comparable 
for the "classical" AMS sequence and the mode of operation described here. The 
advantage is, significantly reduced sizes for magnetic and electric analyzers, reducing 
size, cost and weight. The required E/q ratio for the electric analyzer is reduced by at 
least a factor of 1.5 as is the ME/q 2 specification needed for the final magnetic 
deflector. 

It should be noted that the above charge changing sequence makes possible 
measurements of isotopic ratios for elements that do not form negative ions or 
form negative ions with difficulty. As examples, negative ion oxides of beryllium, 
boron, aluminum, iron, tantalum and uranium are commonly used when these 
elements are to be analyzed. These species produce more intense beams than are 
available from atomic ions. For some elements that do not form negative ions, 
such as nitrogen and magnesium, molecular ions are the only alternative. 

An important issue when measuring actinides is elimination of hydride molecules 
that can cause interferences from adjacent isotopes. 236jj- and 236UO" will be 
accompanied by the decaying dihydride of 235UH2" or 235jjOH27) . A resolution, Rma 
^ 56,168 is needed whereas an electric analyzer resolution of ^ 235 is needed. 
Similarly, 236UO~ is accompanied by 238UO~ from 238UOH2" decay (RMA ̂  14,160). In 
the proposed design, such problems will be avoided by stripping at ground coupled 
with high resolution in the second post-acceleration electrostatic deflector, ESA3. It 
is suggested that this element has a deflection angle of 90 degrees and a radius of 
curvature of 1000 mm. 

A particularly interesting case applies if ESA2 is set to accept only 1+ ions. Here, 
only those particles that have traveled all the way from the terminal without charge 
exchange will be accepted and many molecular ambiguities are avoided. It is known 
that the majority of charge state 1+ molecular ions are stable and can be created by 
the removal of two electrons from the corresponding negative molecular ion. The 
concept of the tandem accelerator being used as a molecular fragmenter has changed 
to that of a simple molecular accelerator. In this mode of operation, the necessary 
fragmentation to eliminate molecules from the wanted atomic mass is carried out 
within the gas stripper at ground. At the optimal terminal voltages used in this 
apparatus ( 1 - 3 million volts), yields of ions leaving the tandem in either 1+ or 2+ 
charge state can be close to 50%, particularly if the stripper gas thickness is kept 
below equilibrium. Non-equilibrium production also assists in the subsequent 
analysis as energy losses due to straggling and small angle scattering are reduced 
throughout the whole accélération stage. 

Garwan, M.A. (1994),Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Toronto, Canada. 
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The final deflection element of the system shown in figure 2 is a double-focusing 90° 
magnetic spectrometer. Isotopic ratios within single elements should be measurable 
without changing the magnetic field. Thus the spectrometer should have a mass 
resolution of order 1000 and a focal plane length that is adequate to simultaneously 
accept isotopic masses differing by a few percent. The minimum mass-energy 
product should be 60 MeV.AMU. 

5. Ionization Detector 

Detection of the individual ions can be effected by well-known multi-element 
ionization detector techniques. A measurement of energy from particle ionization 
supplies confirmation of the charge exchange history of each particle. For lighter 
ions, a measure of dE/ dx will also provide element identification. 

6. Computer Control 

Automation is needed to achieve a high level of day-to-day and month-to-month 
reproducibility during AMS measurements. Complete computer control is essential 
to allow long stable runs; the system should be capable of being operated in an 
unattended mode overnight and for days at a time. The system should be designed 
and programmed so that all components can be adjusted automatically under 
computer control to optimize particle transmission and transmit ions in a flat-
topped mode. 
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AMS and Cosmochronology* 

Extraterrestrial matter, such as meteoroids, asteroids, comets and planetary surfaces 
are continuously being bombarded by energetic cosmic rays. These cosmic rays 
induce a whole variety of nuclear reactions on the host material producing both 
stable and radioactive isotopes. Those radioisotopes which are long lived, of the 
order of thousands of years or more (for example 14C, 10Be, 26AI, ^Cl, 41 Ca, 59Ni, 
129I) are the subject of experiments conducted by AMS to investigate the exposure 
history and chronology of the bombarded object. The half-lives of this set of nuclei 
range from 5.7 ky to 15 My which opens a time window into the recent past rich in 
solar physics, meteoroid behavior and structure, lunar surface science and terrestrial 
ages of meteorites. A diverse spectrum of applications have successfully been 
addressed using these cosmogenic chronometers and the AMS technique. 

In most cases, the above long-lived cosmogenic radioisotopes are formed via 
spallation reactions. In addition, production can proceed even below the surface of 
the object due to the penetrating powers of cosmic rays and also due to the build-up 
(and eventual attenuation) of the secondary flux of energetic protons and neutrons 
which are formed in primary collisions. A third production mode within the object 
is thermal neutron capture - an important mode for 36C1, 41 Ca and 59Ni. These 
nuclear production reactions have cross-sections that are usually quite low, hence 
these products are at sub-trace levels. Typical saturation concentrations (when 
production of the radioisotope is balanced by its decay) are of the order of 1010 

atoms/kg meteorite. At these atom concentrations, the high sensitivity of AMS 
makes this a unique technique in analyzing the history of meteorites and lunar 
rocks. 

The cosmic ray spectrum is divided into two categories determined by their origin. 
Solar cosmic rays originating from solar activity, are high in intensity but low in 
average energy compared to galactic cosmic rays. The signature of solar cosmic ray 
production can only be observed in the topmost centimeter or so of exposed 
material. A unique source of such material is from the lunar surface, which is void 
of any atmosphere, and is only disturbed by either the presence of man or by 
micrometeorite bombardment. The study of AMS radioisotopes in surface lunar 
rocks and a 2 m lunar core has provided valuable information on lunar history, 
neutron production in matter and the flux of particles from the sun. 

Galactic cosmic rays penetrate into meteoroids with a factor of 3 attenuation in 
intensity for each 50cm depth. Thus, the measure of AMS radioisotopes as a 
function of depth in meteorite falls (i.e. of known date of landing on the Earth's 

* Contributed by: Claudio Tuniz, Antares AMS Centre, ANSTO, Menai, Australia 
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surface) provides valuable information into the mechanism of secondary flux 
propagation, exposure time of the meteorite while in space, its collisional history 
prior to fall and in some case, the pre-atmospheric meteorite size. For meteorites 
found on the earth, a comparison of their surface concentration to that expected at 
secular equilibrium gives the terrestrial age of the meteorite. This technique has 
assisted in gaining knowledge of the dynamics of blue-ice sheets in Antarctica, 
which are a rich source of meteorites uncovered from the ice-sheet as it moves 
against nunateks. Chemical and trace elemental analysis of some of these well 
preserved Antarctic meteorites has given strong evidence for lunar and even 
Martian origins. For nearly all ten or so suspected lunar meteorites, the AMS 
measurement of 10Be, 26Al, ^Cl and 41Ca confirmed their lunar inheritance and in 
addition, itemized the depth from which the samples were excavated from the 
moon, time of eviction, time of travel to Earth and residency time on the Earth. 

Production rate systematics of cosmogenic radionuclides and intercomparisons 
between meteorites of different composition provide information as to the 
formation history, origins of meteoroid matter and their orbital histories. This is 
carried out by measuring both isotopic noble gas compositions which integrates the 
full time scale and radioisotopes of different half-lives which are sensitive to specific 
time periods. 

As the intensity of thermal neutron fluxes is strongly dependent on the depth and 
radius of the meteorite, the coupled measurement of a spallation AMS product 
(such as 4 1 Ca in the iron phase) and a thermal neutron sensitive product in the 
stone phase (such as 41Ca) allows a specification of not only the pre-atmospheric size 
but also the depth from within the parent meteorite of the selected sample. 

Work that has been done at IsoTrace Laboratory at the University of Toronto, 
Canada by G. Ding on the measurement of silver isotopic ratio in terrestrial iron 
can be measured directly at parts per million or even parts per billion levels. AMS 
can be used for making isotopic measurements with an accuracy that is sub-1% 
using a isotopic switching technique. At the mass of silver the band width is 
approximately 5 masses. 

The purpose of these measurements is to measure isotopic anomalies in meteoritic 
inclusions. No sample preparation is required other than providing a relatively 
smooth surface onto which a cesium microbeam can be focused. It is premature to 
discuss the data in detail, but it appears that substantial anomalies are present. 
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AMS and Applications to 
Archaeological Dating1 

Archaeological applications do not lend themselves to generalization, and any 
comprehensive review would necessarily be very extended. By now, there are at 
least 10,000 AMS radiocarbon dates in archaeology. Like most applications of AMS 
14C, the benefits to archaeology almost entirely come from the reduction of sample 
size of a factor of at least 1,000. This has permitted the dating of important or unique 
objects (the Shroud of Turin comes to mind), but of arguably more value, it has 
allowed far greater selection to be made on exactly what is chosen for dating. 

Archaeological Achievements 

Three categories come to mind: 
(a) Improvements in dating (where "conventional" 14C dating already applies), 
(b) The dating of "difficult" sites through judicious selection of material, 
(c) resolving major issues 

As illustrative examples of the above, the re-dating of "The Red Lady of Paviland" 
serves as a good example of (a). Found in a cave in South Wales in 1824, this 
human skeleton (actually a male; and the red coloration comes from the presumed-
deliberate addition of red ochre) was dated by radiometric 14C to ca 18,000 years B.P. 
(BM-374), a date hardly compatible with the presence of a nearby ice field at the 
height of the glacial advance. Re-dating by AMS enables better chemical purification 
of the bone protein, from what is in any case a very restricted amount of materiell, 
and a more reasonable date of 26,350 ± 550 B.P. was obtained, consistent with the 
other fauna from the cave. The example points out one very important feature of 
AMS dating in archaeology, namely the ability to make multiple dates of the same 
object, thereby greatly increasing the credibility of the result. 

The site of Rekem in Belgium provides a good example for (b). Known from the 
stone tools to be a late Paleolithic/early Mesolithic site, the deposits are in acid sandy 
soil, and the only preserved organic material was small charcoal fragments and 
some surviving resin from a flint arrowhead. The four dates obtained from the 
charcoal range from 2230 ± 70 to 9900 ± 110 B.P. This lack of correlation with 
assumed stratigraphy is not infrequent from sandy sites, where the extent of 
bioturbation or other movement is rarely evident. However, the date for the 
arrowhead resin, which must have a definite archaeological association was 11,350 ± 
150 B.P., in line with expectation, and providing the first firm date for the site. 

l) See Hedges, R.E.M. (1990), NIM B52, pp 428. 
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To exemplify (c), Hedges has chosen the date of some string found at the site of 
Guitarrero in Peru. This has a date of 9980 ± 120 B.P., and while it does little in itself 
to resolve the date when man first colonized the Americas, it vividly underlines the 
enormous value in dating material which is specifically the product of human 
activity. Many of the earliest dates on Early Man in America are only very loosely 
associated with human presence, and so provide evidence that is much more 
controversial. This is particularly true of dates earlier than 13,000 B.P. 

AMS Radiocarbon Dating of Mortar 

There is a strong interest in the possibility of reliably dating mortar from buildings 
that are medieval or older because it is often difficult to find suitable organic 
material (timber, charcoal) for dating. Although the new method of 14C dating by 
AMS that requires less than 1 milligram of carbon has made it easier to collect a 
sufficient amount of organic sample material for 14C dating1'2), this material rarely 
dates the initial stages of a building. This is because repeated rebuilding and 
changing of timbers as a consequence of rot, wars and devastating fires often lead to 
younger ages than that of the original stone building. In other cases, reuse of older 
timber or charcoal included in mortar from the burning of lime will give too high 
ages due the age of the wood at the time of construction3). 

Mortar contains carbon from carbon dioxide absorbed from the atmosphere at the 
time of construction, which in principle makes it ideal for 14C dating. To produce 
lime, limestone (fossil calcium carbonate) is heated to above 1000°C to liberate 
carbon dioxide and produce quicklime (calcium oxide). The quicklime is then 
slaked with water to form calcium hydroxide which is mixed with water and sand to 
form mortar. Calcium hydroxide in mortar reacts with carbon dioxide from the air 
forming calcium carbonate, hardening the mortar. The *4C content of a mortar 
sample can thus give a measure of the time elapsed since the time of hardening4). 
As the carbon in the mortar originates from atmospheric carbon dioxide the 
radiocarbon age arrived at can be converted to calender years using normal 
calibration procedures. 

There are however well-known risks associated with this method. The mortar may 
contain old limestone, either from incompletely burnt limestone or from 

* Contributed by Jan Heinemeier 
D Heinemeier, J., H.L. Nielsen and N. Rud, 1992, Kulstof-14 datering med accelerator. Naturens 

Verden, v 10, p 371-379. 
2) White, A.H., 1939, Engineering Materials, McGraw Hill, New York, p 442-454. 
3) Tubbs, L.E. and T.N. Kinder, 1990, The use of AMS for the dating of lime Mortars: Nuclear 

Instruments and Methods in Physics Research, v B52, p 438-441. 
4) Folk, R.L., and S. Valastro Jr., 1976, Successful Technique for Dating of Lime Mortar by Carbon-

14: Journal of Field Archaeology, v 3, p 203-208. 
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carbonaceous sand used as filler, leading to ages that are too old. Conversely, 
delayed hardening in thick walls or later recrystallization of the carbonate involving 
younger carbon dioxide can lead to dates that are too young. In the literature 
examples are found of both agreement and disagreement between mortar datings 
and known ages5'6-7'8'9'10'11-12-1^14'15'16). 

At present a mortar dating collaboration is in progress between the conventional 14C 
Dating Laboratory in Helsinki and the AMS 14C Dating Laboratory in Aarhus. The 
Helsinki laboratory has been working on mortar dating for several years and 
obtained convincing results by conventional 14C dating17-18'19'20). The risk of 
contamination from unburnt limestone is reduced by mechanical separation. The 

5). Delibrias, G. and J. Labeyrie, 1964, Dating of Old Mortars by the Carbon-14 Method: Nature, v 
201, p 742-743. 

6) Delibrias, G., M.T. Guillier and J. Labeyrie, 1964, Saclay Natural Radiocarbon Measurements I: 
Radiocarbon, v 6, p 233-250. 

7,) Delibrias, G. and J. Labeyrie, 1965, The Dating of Mortars by the Carbon-14 Method: Proc. sixth 
Intern. Conf. on Radiocarbon and Tritium Dating, Pullman, Washington, p 344-347. 

8) Stuiver, M. and C.S. Smith, 1965, Radiocarbon Dating of Ancient Mortar and Plaster: Proc. 
sixth Intern. Conf. on Radiocarbon and Tritium Dating, Pullman, Washington, p 338-341. 

9) Baxter, MS. arid A. Walton, 1970a, Glasgow University Radiocarbon Measurements III: 
Radiocarbon, v 12, p 496-502. 

10) Baxter, M.S. and A. Walton, 1970b, Radiocarbon Dating of Mortars: Nature, v 225, p 937-938. 
11) Folk, R.L. and S. Valastro Jr., 1979, Dating of Lime Mortar by 14C: Radiocarbon Dating. 

Proceedings of the ninth International Conference, California Press, ed. R. Berger and H.E. 
Suess, p 721- 732. 

12) Malone, G., S. Valastro Jr. and A.G. Vazela, 1980, Carbon-14 Chronology of Mortar from 
Excavation in the Medieval Church of Saint-B'enigne, Dijon, France: Journal of Field 
Archaeology, v 7, p 329-343. 

13) Van Strydonck, M, M. Dupas and M. Dauchot-Dehon, 1983, Radiocarbon Dating of Old Mortars: 
PACT Journal, v 8, p 337-343. 

14) Van Strydonck, M., M. Dupas, M. Dauchot-Dehon, C. Pachiaaudi and J. Maréchal, 1986, The 
Influence of Contaminating (Fossil) Carbonate and the Variations of kl3C in Mortar Dating: 
Radiocarbon, v 28-2A, p 702-710. 

15) Van Strydonck, M., M. Dupas, M. Dauchot-Dehon, C Pachiaaudi and J. Maréchal, 1986, The 
Influence of Contaminating (Fossil) Carbonate and the Variations of kl3C in Mortar Dating: 
Radiocarbon, v 28-2A, p 702-710. 

16) Willaime, B., R. Coppens and R. Jaegy, 1983, Datation des mortiers du chateau de Chatel-sur-
Moselle par le carbone 14: PACT Journal, v 8, p 345-349. 

17) Gustavsson, K., P. Erametsa, E. Sonninen and H. Jungner, 1990, Radiocarbon Dating of Mortar 
and Thermoluminescence Dating of Bricks from Aaland: PACT Journal, v 29 III.2, p 203-212. 

18) Ringbom, Aa., G. Hakkarainen, T. Bartholin and H. Jungner, 1994, Churches in the Aaland 
Islands and their scientific dating: Proceedings of the sixth Nordic conference on the 
application of scientific methods in archaeology, Esbjerg September 1993. 

19) Sonninen, E., H. Jungner and P. Erametsa, 1985, Dating of Mortar and Bricks from the Castle of 
Kastelholm: Third Nordic Conference on the Application of Scientific Methods in 
Archaeology, Mariehamn 1984, Finska Fornminnesfoereningen, ISKOS, v 5, p 384-389. 

20) Sonninen, E., P. Erametsa and H. Jungner, 1989, Dating of mortar and bricks: an example from 
Finland: Archaeometry, Proceedings of the 25th International Symposium, ed. Y. Maniatis, 
Amsterdam-Oxford-New York-Tokyo, p 99-107. 
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mortar samples are gently crushed and wet sieved using a mesh width of 65 
microns. The grains of mortar are small, 1-10 microns, and they easily pass through 
the sieve, whereas the fractions of calcite crystals of the unburnt limestone are so 
much larger and harder that they can be well separated. 

AMS In Geology And Mineralogy* 

Introduction 

There are many applications of AMS in geology and mineralogy, but we will 
consider here two areas for which no other technique can provide the data: 1) 
Surface exposure age dating measures the very low levels of cosmogenic nuclides 
built up in rocks by cosmic ray bombardment. 2) Trace levels of rare elements, and 
their stable isotopic ratios, can be measured in individual mineral grains using a Cs 
beam probe in the ion source of an accelerator mass spectrometer. These data can be 
used in programs prospecting for ore, and also in the investigation of extraterrestrial 
(or even terrestrial) materials where the isotope ratio of a rare element may be 
perturbed from the norm. 

Surface Exposure Age Dating 

Although the dominant source of cosmogenic nuclides at the earth's surface is from 
cosmic ray spallation in the atmosphere, they may also be generated, albeit at a 
much lower rate, in rocks exposed at the surface of the earth. It has become feasible 
to measure this in-situ production of radionuclides by cosmic rays with the advent 
of AMS. Typical reactions involve 10Be and 14C from the nuclear spallation of O, 
26A1 from spallation of 28Si and negative mu-meson capture in 28Sii, and 36C1 from 
spallation on Ca and neutron capture by &CL Production rates are low, and depend 
not only on depth below the exposed surface, but also on altitude and latitude. In 
one gram of quartz at mountain altitudes, only 10 to 100 atoms of 26Al and 10Be are 
produced per year but nevertheless the build-up over time produces enough 
atoms in a 10-20g sample that they can be measured by AMS. At saturation, the 
production rate matches the decay rate, and corresponds to about 2 -10 7 a gr1 of 10Be 
and 26Al in quartz at sea level. This value would rise to about 5 -10 8 a g - 1 at an 
altitude of 5km where the atmospheric shielding is much less Production rates 
are reported normalized to sea level and 'high latitude'. Details of these rates and 
other related data are shown in Table I. 

Contributed by: John Rucklidge, IsoTrace Laboratory, University of Toronto, Canada 
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Table I. In-situ Production Data for lOße, 14C , 2 6 Al and36 C l 

10Be 24C 26 Al 36C/ 

Material Quartz Basalt Quartz 
Altitude 3340m 1445m 3340m 
Latitude 44°N 38.9°N 44°N 
Half-life 1.6 x lO^y 5.73 x 103y 7.2 x lOSy 3.01 x \(Py 
Prod. rate 61.9 ±3.0 atoms.g^y"1 55 ±10atoms.g~1y~1 373.6 ± 27.8 a t o m s . g ' V 1 250 atoms.g'ly"! 
Sea level, 6.03+ .29 atoms. g_1y_1 21 ± 4 atoms, g~*y 36.8 ±2.7 atoms. g"1y"1 29.3atoms.g"ly~l 

(high lat) 
29.3atoms.g"ly~l 

Reference Nishiizumi et al.(l) Jull et ai.(8) Nishiizumi et al.(l) Stone et al.(6) 

A requirement for the mineral phase is that it should have a low content of the 
elements of interest in order to produce a measurable ratio. Quartz is ideal in this 
respect, though occasionally the Al content is high enough to give trouble. Based on 
the models outlined below it is possible to measure the length of time a surface has 
been exposed, say after the removal of ice cover, or alternatively by the processes of 
erosion. 

The typical depth L of penetration of cosmic rays in surface rocks is short, ( L~50 cm 
for reduction in intensity to 37%) so nuclides do not begin building up appreciably 
until the rocks in question are close to the surface 2). If T, the average time for L cm 
to be removed by erosion, is long compared with Tm, the mean life of the nuclide, 
the nuclide in the rock would be in secular equilibrium with the radioactive decay, 
while if T « T m the nuclide concentration is in erosion equilibrium. Only an upper 
limit can be determined for the erosion rate in the former case, but when T< T m the 
erosion rates can be determined easily. The estimates are very sensitive to 
production rates when T-T™, and in practice one has to use several nuclides to 
determine geomorphological changes on different time scales 2). Hence it is 
important to know the in-situ production rates accurately and this has now been 
done for the nuclides under discussion here. By measurement of granitic rocks in 
the Sierra Nevada of California which were polished by glacial action in the Tioga 
period, 10,000 to 11,000 years ago, and in which the erosion has been less than 1 mm, 
it has been possible to acquire the necessary data 2). 
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lOBe and 26A1 

10Be and 26Al have been used by Brown et al. 3) to determine the surface exposure 
ages of Antarctic moraines. Ages ranging from 50ky to 2.5My were found to be in 
accordance with other geological evidence. Further development of the method by 

using the ratio of production rates of nuclides with different half-lives 4) has shown 
that more precise measurements can be obtained; the results are less dependent on 
the absolute production rates which may vary due to changes in the primary cosmic 
ray flux. This, of course, requires more complex measurement strategy because the 
different radionuclides must be measured independently, using different samples 
and experimental conditions, perhaps even different accelerators. 

An interesting consequence of the buildup of 10Be in surface rocks, whether by 
in-situ production or by precipitation, is the purity of commercial aluminum. 
Bauxite, the ore used for Al, from Haiti has been found to contain ~6 -109 atom 
10Be/g, which leads to 5.7 -101 0 atom 1 0Be/g in the refined Al 5). As aluminum is 
frequently used in the samples used for analysis by AMS this may lead to significant 
levels of contamination. 

36C1 

36a is a relative newcomer to the in-situ production field. It is produced by a 
variety of cosmic ray reactions on Ca and is ideally suited for measurement of 
limestone erosion rates. The concentration of muon-produced 36C1 from Ca, as 
opposed to spallation, persists to greater depths and therefore responds more slowly 
to erosion than 36C1 at the surface. Deep samples therefore integrate erosion over 
longer periods than surface samples, and combined measurements can be used to 
detect past changes in erosion rates. Samples from Australia and New Guinea have 
yielded limestone erosion rates ranging from 5mm per year in arid regions to 
200mm per year in the equatorial highlands 6). The more efficient detection of 4 1 Ca 
would add a useful isotope to the measurement of limestone erosion rates. 

1 4 C 

14C is also a candidate for in-situ measurements from the spallation on O in surface 
rocks. A problem is that it must be carefully distinguished from the 14C of the 
"garden variety" which comes from atmospheric spallation and greatly dominates 
the environment. This radionuclide has been studied extensively in meteorites 
where methods distinguishing spallogenic from non-spallogenic carbon have been 
developed 7 \ Applying these methods to basalts from Utah, Jull et al. 8) have 

V 
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succeeded in showing that this radionuclide too can be used for exposure dating on 
shorter time scales than the other radionuclides discussed here. 

Trace Elements 

The high sensitivity of the AMS method makes it attractive for the in-situ 
measurement of trace elements in individual mineral grains. Background levels of 
trace elements are typically in the parts per billion (ppb or 1 in 109) range, and hence 
it is at this level of concentration that data are required routinely in many geological 
applications. These levels are 5 or 6 orders of magnitude higher than the limits of 
detection possible through AMS, so not only is it possible to measure enrichments 
of trace elements, but depletions below background levels are readily attained too. 
The gradients governing the movements of trace elements in geological systems 
may thus be determined. Because the instrumental background in AMS is 
effectively zero, this method has a great advantage over other mass spectrometric or 
emitted radiation techniques where detection is limited by background noise. 

The Platinum Group Elements (PGE) have been the elements of choice in early 
AMS studies of rock and mineral chemistry. The use of AMS for measurement of 
PGE, gold and silver (Os, Ir, Ru, Pt, Pd, Au, Ag) developed gradually, progressing 
from powdered samples 9 ' 1 0 ' to analyses of single polished grains. Only a 
handful of laboratories have published data on trace element analysis of geological 
materials 12 ' AMS data are best utilized as part of an integrated study 
incorporating controls from field sampling, mineralogy and geochemistry 1 4 '1 5). 
The highest confidence and greatest benefits may accrue from combination with 
other in-situ analytical methods with complementary sensitivities and spatial 
resolutions, such as electron, proton and ion microprobes 16). 

A review of AMS geological trace-element applications is available 12), providing 
examples of within-grain analyses of sulfide, oxide and native element (Cu, C) 
electrically conducting mineral species. Work at the IsoTrace AMS facility has 
included trace element and isotope ratio characterization of archaeological copper 
artifacts and Ni-Fe alloys in iron meteorites. There is a favorable prospect of 
extending AMS determinations to abundant non-conducting minerals such as rock-
forming silicates, enabling in-situ measurements of silicate-liquid partition 
coefficients for key elements, with potential applications to mineral explorations 
and petrogenesis. 

In addition to measuring very rare isotopes in abundant elements (14C, 129I, etc) 
AMS can equally well measure isotopic ratios around unity for elements that are 
low in abundance in a mineral. As mentioned above, this approach, which is only 
just beginning to be exploited, shows great promise in the study of the composition 
of individual mineral grains in meteorites. 
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AMS in Geophysics* 

Long-lived radioisotopes such as 10Be, 14C, 36C1/26AI and 129I can function as tracers 
and chronometers in geophysical studies. The radioactivity measurements of these 
radionuclides is made difficult by the low counting rates and the need for 
complicated radiochemistry procedures and efficient detectors of soft beta particles 
and low-energy x-rays. AMS can measure long-lived cosmogenic radioisotopes in 
natural samples up to 106 times smaller than those required for conventional 
techniques allowing novel geophysical applications. 

Atmospheric Production 

1 4 C : This nucleus is produced in the upper atmosphere by thermal neutrons 
reacting with 1 4N. It is quickly distributed throughout the atmosphere as carbon 
dioxide and enters the carbon cycle. Equilibrium is reached between cosmogenic 

* Contributed by: Claudio Tuniz, Antares AMS Centre, ANSTO, Menai, Australia 
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production and radioactive decay of 14C with a natural (pre-nuclear-era) 
concentration for atmospheric carbon of 1.2 x 10-12. All living organisms exchange 
carbon with the atmosphere and are characterized by this 1 4C/1 2C ratio. When a 
living organism dies, the carbon exchange stops. Hence, by measuring the residual 
14C concentration in organic samples, it is possible to calculate the time elapsed since 
the material was in equilibrium with the atmosphere (radiocarbon dating). Ages 
between 300 yr BP and 50,000 yr BP can be determined by this technique. 
Atmospheric 14C finds a large variety of applications in Quaternary and Global 
Change science. Tree rings, ice cores and sediment layers provide a detailed record 
of environmental variability in the past related to changes in 14C concentration over 
more than 10 ka years. The high sensitivity of AMS makes possible radiocarbon 
measurements in individual tree rings and CO2 trapped in annual layers of ice. 

1 °B e : This nucleus is produced in the atmosphere by cosmic ray spallation on 
nitrogen and oxygen and is quickly scavenged by aerosol particles after being 
oxidized to beryllium oxide (BeO). Unlike CO2, BeO is not volatile and 10Be cannot 
homogenize with its stable isotope in the atmosphere. Hence, the initial 
concentration cannot be easily determined and radio beryllium dating has very 
limited application. Oceans are the only reservoirs where homogenization can take 
place, so that under favorable conditions, deep sea sediments can be dated up to 15 
million years. 10Be precipitation or fallout provides the signature in soils and 
sediments due to the strong particle-binding affinity of beryllium. 10Be is 
commonly used as a tracer and chronometer with typical applications listed in 
Table I. 

Table I 

• Sedimentation rates in lacustrine and marine sediments; 
• Geomagnetic reversals via production variations in deep-sea and ice cores; 
• Continental erosion rates by soil tracing inventories; 
• Sediment subduction and magmatic pathways in island-arc volcanism; 
• Formation time-scales of loess and of marine nodules 

36C1: This nucleus is produced in the atmosphere by cosmic ray spallation of ^ A r . 
As a consequence of the hydrophilic nature of CI, meteoric ^CI readily enters the 
hydrosphere. If s half-life makes it potentially useful for dating old groundwaters. 

1 2 9 I : Naturally occurring 129I is produced in the atmosphere by the interaction of 
cosmic rays with Xe. Iodine-containing formations such as halite deposits, brines, 
marine sediments and oil shales can in principle be dated, provided corrections can 
be made for contributions from radiogenic and anthropogenic sources. 
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Lithospheric Production 
10Be,26Al and 14C are produced in-situ in the shallow horizons of the Earth's crust 
via fast neutron and muon interactions. In particular, these long-lived 
radioisotopes are produced by nuclear reactions on oxygen and silicon in quartz 
grains. The crystal structure of quartz prevents contamination from atmospheric 
radionuclides and acts as a closed system for the build-up of these radionuclides to 
secular equilibrium for exposures corresponding to a few half-lives. AMS detection 
is possible in tens of grams of rock exposed for as little as 10,000 years. Applications 
examples are listed in Table II: 

Table II 

• Dating glacial stages via moraines, pavements and boulders; 
• Estimation of erosion rates and exposure ages of surfaces; 
• Dating volcanic flows; 
• Dating meteoritic impact events from terrestrial ejecta materials. 
• Determine rates of movements of sand dunes 

*>C1 is produced by nuclear reactions induced by secondary cosmic rays in rocks 
containing K, CI and Ca and can be also used for similar studies. ^C l should be 
measured as a function of depth to evaluate the relative contributions from the 
different cosmic ray interactions which contribute to its production. Sample sizes of 
1 kg provide sufficient chloride for sample measurements. 

Production of 36C1 in the sub-surface of the Earth occurs due to the neutron flux 
generated by uranium and thorium. Where groundwaters pass through a high 
neutron flux environment, such as granitic rocks or close to U ore, neutron capture 
reactions on dissolved chloride results in an ingrowth of ^Cl . The level of 
ingrowth can be used to calculate the residence time of the water in the high-flux 
region. Also 14C can be produced underground, directly or indirectly, by the decay of 
uranium and thorium series and if s estimate can be useful to study hydrological 
environments where uranium and thorium contents are high. 129I is a fission 
product and hence is produced in U-rich rocks through the spontaneous fission of 
^ U and neutron-induced fission of 235U. This 129I may be leached out into 
surrounding fluids. The accumulation of 129I in ground waters, brines and oil 
shales has been the subject of several studies. Close to uranium ore bodies 129ï 
levels can be very high, making it a useful tracer for fission product migration in 
these environments. 
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AMS in Ice Core Research1 

In the upper layers of an ice sheet the age of the ice can be obtained by counting the 
annual layers caused by periodic variations of physical, chemical or isotopic 
parameters. With increasing depth, thinning and diffusion tend to smooth out this 
information and additional methods of age dating become increasingly desirable. 

To those involved in ice core research it was clear from the beginning that the 
development of analytical techniques with high sensitivity would considerably 
enrich the spectrum of information to be gained from ice cores. Some of the studies 
conducted 10 to 20 years ago required collection and treatment of many tons of ice, 
even when the most sensitive state-of-the-art analytical techniques were applied. 

One example is the work on 14C and 39Ar in CO2 and Ar extracted from ice melted, 
under in-situ vacuum conditions, at depths of up to 400m from boreholes in 
Greenland and Antarctica. By these techniques it was possible to obtain enough CO2 
(a few 100ml) and Ar (a few liters) to measure the specific 39Ar and 14C activities by 
conventional decay counting techniques. Thus, it was possible to recover from ice 
atmospheric Ar old enough that some of the 39Ar had decayed. This Ar gas served 
as a background for 39Ar dating of samples from various origins. However, the very 
large sample sizes which were required for these studies were at the limit of the 
possible and indicated the need to develop more sensitive analytical techniques, 
thus shifting the main work load from the field to the laboratory. Fortunately, by 
using AMS for the measurement of 14C on CO2 from polar ice, the required ice 
amount has been reduced by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. However, if in the future it 
becomes important to determine 14C in CH4 and other hydrocarbons, one would 
have to return to the old down borehole extraction technique to obtain a sample of 
this trace gas which is large enough to be measured, even by the extremely sensitive 
AMS technique. 

Another example is the measurements of 10Be and ^Cl which due to AMS have 
become routine and have provided valuable information on the history of cosmic 
radiation and of solar and earth system mechanisms. 

See: Oeschger, H. (1987), NIM B29 (1987) pp!96. 

V 
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AMS in Biomedicine: 
Toxin Detection, Pharmacokinetics Studies and Clinical Uses* 

1) Toxin Detection 

Interactions between biomolecules and natural or introduced chemicals at 
concentrations in the range 10~12- 10~9can induce important biological consequences. 
Examples include the adduction to DNA of xenobiotic toxins, or the binding of 
molecules to receptor proteins in smell perception. Modern detection and chemical 
separation procedures used to study such processes, e.g. Capillary Electrophoresis (CE), 
may yield biological separates containing only nanograms to micrograms of the defined 
material. Thus, the products from exposure of tissues to chemicals and biomolecules at 
low concentrations must be measured with attomole (10*18 mole) sensitivity. Such 
sensitivities can be achieved through the use of labels attached to the molecules of 
interest. Zeptomole (10~21 mole) to femtomole sensitivity is attainable if the label is 
detected with modest efficiency, (0.1% -1%). 

In the case of radio-isotopic labels, where the presence of a label is detected from its 
radioactivity, the above efficiency limit restricts the field to the short-lived isotopes 
32J33p/

 35S, 45Ca, 51Cr, 59Fe, and 125I. Unfortunately, 3H and 14C, the two most important 
isotopic labels that can be incorporated into organic compounds without modifying 
their chemical behavior, cannot be effectively used for attomole detection because their 
half-lives are too long. Using decay counting, it is barely possible to detect five 
femtomoles of 14C in an ideal sample. While this constraint can be overcome by using 
samples having very high activities, radiation safety and the creation of radioactive 
waste limits the usefulness of both 3H and 1*C when the detection process involves 
radioactivity. 

In contrast, using direct atom detection, Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) allows 
14C concentrations to be measured at a total sample efficiency of 1-2% as opposed to the 
<3.3 x 10'5% that is available through decay counting of 14C for one day. This dramatic 
increase makes practical the measurement of 14C tracers at ppq (10-15) concentrations 
and the determination of attomole or even zeptomole quantities. AMS sensitivity for 
14C labeled compounds, using the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's AMS 
instrument, allows detection limits of -100 ± 10 zeptomoles ( 10~19 moles)2). The high 
efficiency of detection implies that only small enhancements of 14C concentration are 
needed in the primary tracer. Molecules enriched in 14C to only 10 to 1000 times the 
activity of natural biological carbon can provide clear signals. At such concentrations, 

* Contributed by: K.H. Purser, IsoTrace Laboratory, University of Toronto, Canada, and Southern Cross 
Corporation, Danvers, MA. 

2) Vogel, J., Personal Correspondence, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 
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disposal techniques for all categories of 14C waste become simple; incineration followed 
by stack gas dilution with 'dead' carbon can produce a released activity of 14C that is at or 
even below the natural level of 14C in the atmosphere. 

Many of the pioneering AMS demonstrations of ultrasensitive biomolecule tracing 
with 14C have been carried out at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's 
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry facility4'5). In a recent study, Franz, et al.6) have used 
AMS to determine the dose response in rat liver and liver DNA of MelQx. The 
doses spanned the range from rodent cancer bioassay doses to doses equivalent to 
human dietary exposure. These workers were able to detect 1.9 adducts/101 1 

nucleotides in response to a subchronic dose of 9 nanogram/kg/day . An important 
outcome of this study was that the data suggests that the available dose and DNA 
adducts scale linearly with administered dosed between the cancer bioassay doses 
and the human exposure range, an important support for linear extrapolation in 
MelQx risk assessment. 

Competing Labeling Technologies 

The question is often asked whether highly enriched 13C can be used as an alternative 
labeling system. One of the best examples of the power of the 13C method is presented 
by Goodman and Brenna7) who report sensitivities of 10's of femtomoles when 
measuring certain fatty acids. In practice, their sensitivity comes down to AMS's upper 
limit of ~ 10 femtomoles. However, there are some special circumstances that are 
conditional on achieving even this sensitivity using 13C that have to be appreciated. 
First, the traced substances were multi-carbon lipids that were obtained as bacterial 
products living in high 1 3 002 atmospheres. Thus, the method cannot deal with 
chemicals that contain only one or two 13C labels in specific locations, as is possible with 
14C AMS. Also, this approval lacks general applicability because it is not possible to 
harvest all molecules of interest such as drugs (AZT, etc.) or toxins (benzopyrene) from 
bacteria. Thus, much toxicology cannot be done. Such chemicals can, of course, be 
produced "de nova" but they will be expensive. 

4) Turteltaub, K.W., Feiton, J.S., Gledhill, B.L., Vogel, J.S., Southon, J.R., Caffee, M.W., Finkel, 
R.C., Nelserv D.E., Proctor, I.P., Davis, J.C. (1990) "Accelerator Mass Spectrometry in 
Biomedical Dosimetry: Relationship Between Low-level Exposure and Covalent Binding of 
Heterocyclic Amine-carcinogens to DNA", Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. 8 7, pp 5288. 

5) Turteltaub, K.W., Vogel, J3., Frantz, C.E. and Fultz, F. (1993) "Studies on DNA Adduction with 
Heterocyclicanimes by Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy: A New Technique for Tracing Isotope 
Labeled DNA Adduction", Post Labeling methods of DNA Adducts , Phillips, D.H., 
Castegnaro, M. and Bartsch, H. (eds.) IARC, Lyon, pp 293. 

6) Frantz, C. E., Bangerter, C., Fultz, E., Mayer, K.M., Vogel, JS., and Turteltaub, K.W. (1995) 
"Dose-response Studies of MelQx in Rat Liver and Liver DNA at Low Doses", Carcinogenisis, 
16, pp 367. 

7) Goodman, K.J., Brenna, J.T. (1992) "High Sensitivity Tracer Detection Using 1 3 C Labeled 
Precursors", Altai. Chem. 6 4, pp 1088. 
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Recent advances in analytical biochemistry have also produced other instruments that 
may be viewed as competition to miniature AMS instrumentation, that can identify 
specific biomolecules at femtomole and zeptomole quantities. Typically, combinations 
of technologies are used to obtain high sensitivities, but only in special circumstances. 
Chromatography, capillary electrophoresis, mass spectrometry and immunoassays are 
now used with novel detection mechanisms to amplify readouts from these separation 
techniques. Voltametric detection and laser-induced fluorescence, in particular, provide 
attomole separation using microbore techniques. However, the dynamic range of 
acceptable samples and the identified fractions are both limited and the precision of 
measurement depends heavily on calibrated differences in signals rather than on 
directly counted labels. 

Enzyme amplification offers the advantage of rapid indication and high sensitivity. 
Such amplifications have led to attomole sensitivities. However, precise quantification 
may depend upon binding equilibria, rates of substrate modification and the chemical 
environment. 

Overall, the other means of tracing molecules do not have the broad capabilities that 
makes AMS useful. 

2) Pharmacokinetic Studies and 1 4C 

The ability to obtain pharmacokinetic data in patients using the native drug (with 
only 14C substituted for a stable location of 12C in the molecule) instead of 3 H (which 
has a high exchange rate) or a foreign label (which may alter the drug distribution) 
would minimize concern regarding the validity of the human data. This should 
provide a boost to the drug industry by decreasing the time needed for drug 
development and licensing; processes that are generally accepted as being too long 
and too expensive. 

3) Clinical Applications of 1 4 C 

Clinical applications and research with human subjects can be envisioned using 
AMS radioisotope tracing of 14C. However, it is also recognized that the use of radio 
tracers within human patients is encountering increased opposition because of the 
perceived danger of radiation damage to the patient. While this trend is expected to 
continue, it should be noted that the human body has its own 14C activity of -350 
disintegrations/second (~9nCi) from 14C decay of body carbon. An additional single 
pulse study injection will contribute a negligible dose increment compared to the 
annual absorbed dose from 14C in food. If a chemical tracer, having a mass of the 
order milligrams and a 14C activity <1 nCi (37 disintegrations per second), is 
introduced into a human patient, the whole-body activity will increase by <10% 
even if, ultimately, the chemical is not eliminated but becomes uniformly 
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distributed. On the other hand, if the tracer, or a daughter compound becomes 
concentrated in some specific channel or organ, the 14C concentration can be 
substantially above ambient in the specific channel and can be measurable quickly 
and with precision. Furthermore, in general, the administered 14C does not remain 
in the body but leaves via CO2 and HCO3 excretion, thereby greatly diminishing the 
absorbed dose with a half life of order 30 days. 

During the 1960's, a large number of workers contributed to the development of clinical 
procedures that were conducted in which 14C compounds were ingested or injected, and 
the carbon dioxide levels measured in blood, urine, tissue samples and expired gasses. 
These tests became part of clinical routine for the study of carbohydrate and fatty acid 
metabolism. However, while the development of liquid scintillation counting 
improved the sensitivity of detection and allowed the use of smaller administered 
doses, the potential hazards of the necessary microcurie amounts of Î 4C led to a 
decreased frequency of use in current practice. Concerns arose from the fact that it was 
often not possible to estimate with accuracy the long term retention of 14C in 
radiosensitive tissues, such as the gonads; at that time the major radiological hazard was 
thought to be from genetic effects. 

Studies in Patients to determine the Differences in Metabolism between 
Patients and Normal Subjects 

The low level of drugs and metabolites that could be administered would improve 
the ability to obtain normal data in radio-sensitive humans (children and pregnant 
women). Not only can levels in blood urine and expired gas be measured, but the 
small sample requirements of the AMS method make possible data from needle 
biopsy samples or single drops of blood that have been obtained from sick patients. 
Evaluation of organ function in patients with various disorders, monitoring 
antibiotic levels in patients with infectious diseases and monitoring levels of 
chemotherapy and other drugs in cancer patients can be envisioned as being simpler 
and more accurate than the way in which they are now performed. 
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AMS and Electronic Materials Characterization 

The need for elemental-impurity detection is critically necessary for semiconductor 
materials The motivation of using AMS for materials characterization is to take 
advantage of the molecular interference free feature of AMS. There are a variety of 
mass-spectrometric methods available, but in many cases (spark source mass 
spectrometry, inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry, gas chromatography 
mass spectrometry, etc.) these furnish only bulk information about the sample of 
interest. Secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) has emerged as the technique 
that offers the best mix (to date) of lateral resolution, depth profiling capability and 
sensitivity necessary for these problems. Since the secondary ions are generated 
through sputtering by a finely focused primary ion beam, lateral and depth 
resolution are inherent in the method. 

Molecular ions, multiply charged particles and scattered ions all represent inevitable 
sources of backgrounds in SIMS instruments, and AMS can be applied in an effort to 
resolve these problems. Accelerator mass spectrometry retains the major resolution 
advantages of SIMS (both lateral and in-depth) while increasing the sensitivity and, 
in some cases, the system efficiency as well. High-sensitivity impurity scans and 
depth profiles can be implemented in a straightforward fashion if careful attention 
is paid to ion source design. 

AMS as applied to stable-element detection, is under development at several 
centers. A major facility for studying applications of Accelerator Mass Spectrometry 
to Electronic Materials has been set up at the University of North Texas in Denton2). 

A new facility is also being planned at the Naval Research Laboratory in 
Washington, D.C. The interesting feature of this upgraded 3 MV Pelletron nuclear 
physics facility is that it will allow simultaneous acceleration and measurement of 
element detection of a large number of isotopes and elements using a broad range 
spectrograph as the final detector. A broad range system is also being installed in 
Sydney, Australia, at the Commonwealth Scientific and Research Laboratories. 

1) Anthony, J.M., Matteson, S.E., McDaniel, F.C., Duggan, J.L. (1989), Nucl. Inst Meth. B 40 /41 , pp 755. 

2) Anthony, J.M., Donahue, D.J., Duggan, J.L., McDaniel, F.C., Marble, D.K., Matteson, S.E. (1990), 
Nucl Inst. Meth. B 5 0, pp 262. 
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AMS Studies Of The Diffusion Of Chlorine In Silicon Wafers* 

The main incentive for studying the diffusion of chlorine in silicon is that chlorine 
compounds are involved in the following aspects of silicon wafer processing. 

1) The growth of SiC>2 on silicon involves HCl and trichlorethylene. 

2) Chlorine is present in borophosphosilicate glass - a common insulating and 
encapsulating material for solid state devices. 

3) Compounds like SiCl4, SiHCl3 and SiH2Cl2 are used as precursors for growing 
epitaxial silicon. 

There is evidence that chlorine incorporated into silicon can have deleterious affects 
on device performance. Furthermore, the physics of the diffusion of various 
impurities (both desirable and undesirable) in silicon, the semiconductor of choice, 
is not well understood. 

For these reasons the diffusion of chlorine implanted in silicon wafers has been 
studied using the technique of neutron activation/ accelerator mass spectrometry. 
The silicon samples used for the study were 500 mm thick wafers cut from a single 
crystal silicon boule. They came from two different sources. One set was provided 
by T.Z. Hossain of the Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY. The wafers were 
implanted with 200 keV ^Cl . The implants were made through a 0.06 mm layer of 
thermally grown S1O2 with the beam of ^Cl ions at an angle of 7° to the normal to 
the surface (the surfaces of the wafers were parallel to the <100> crystal plane). The 
intent was to eliminate channeling of the implanted ^ C l ions but it did not 
completely do so. The implanted doses were 1013,1014 and 1015 atoms/cm2. 

The second set and their implantation were provided by J.F. Ziegler of 
IBM-Research, Yorktown Heights, NY. Two implant energies for the 35C1 ions were 
used, 200 and 400 keV. A different method was employed to avoid channeling. The 
implants were made again with the beam at an angle of 7° to <100> plane but, in 
addition, the wafer was rotated through an angle of 22.5° to the <100> flat. This, 
however, did not entirely eliminate channeling either. The implant doses for both 
energies were 1013,5 x 1013,1014,5 x 1014 and 1015 atoms/cm2 . 

* Contributed by: S.A. Datar, H.E. Gove And R.T.D. Teng, Nuclear Structure Research 
Laboratory, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 

J.P. Lavine, Microelectronics Technology Division, Eastman Kodak 
Company, Rochester, NY 

V 
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35C1 ions were implanted in the silicon wafers at energies of 200 and 400 keV. 

The neutron activation converted some of the stable 35C1 atoms to radioactive 36C1 
atoms. The ^Cl atoms were then measured as a function of depth in the silicon 
wafers by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). The parameters that were varied 
were the implant dose, the annealing time, the annealing temperature and the 
annealing atmosphere. The reason for the thermal neutron irradiation to convert 
some 35C1 to ^Cl and the subsequent detection of the latter was to ensure that the 
chlorine that was measured came from the sample and not from other sources of 
chlorine in the environment. 

The following results and conclusions can be drawn from these experiments: 

1) There are threshold concentration and temperature effects. 

2) Above the concentration and below the temperature thresholds the chlorine is 
virtually immobile. 

3) At higher temperatures and lower concentrations the chlorine becomes 
mobile. 

4) The chlorine diffuses preferentially toward the implant surface especially on 
the near-surface side of the implant peaks. 

5) The rate of chlorine loss is time dependent being greater for shorter times. 

6) There is no dependence on annealing atmospheres. 

7) Existing models of diffusion cannot explain the experimental data. 

8) The AMS efficiency for detecting ^Cl can be calculated from the data obtained 
in this experiment: ^C l measured/^Cl extracted = 0.35%. 

\ 
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Applications of AMS to Nuclear Physics* 

The two main applications of AMS to nuclear physics are the measurement of the 
half lives of long-lived radioactive nuclei and the measurement of nuclear cross 
sections, particularly those of importance in astrophysics. The latter has not yet been 
exploited in any significant fashion but the former has produced some interesting 
results. 

Radioactive decay is governed by the relationship d N / d t = XN, where the number 
of nuclei that decay in a unit time (dN/ dt) is proportional to the number present at a 
given time, t. The solution to this differential equation is N = No e"^. The 
constant, X, is related to the half life (T 1/2 - the time it takes for half of the nuclei to 
decay) of the nucleus in question by the equation X 1/2 = In 2/X. If the half life is 
shorter than a hundred years, one can measure the decay directly but if it is longer 
than 100 years that becomes difficult. For example, if the half-life is 130 years, N 
decreases by only 5% in ten years. In that case, it may be easier to measure d N / d t by 
radioactivity counting and N by AMS. 

An important case where this was done was for the radioactive isotope 32Si. This 
nucleus is produced by cosmic ray spallation of argon in the atmosphere and can be 
used as a radioactive tracer in natural reservoirs such as oceans, groundwater, 
sediments and glacier ice. Prior to 1980, indirect estimates of its half life were 
around 300 years. In 1980, two groups employing direct counting of dN/d t and 
measurement of N by AMS, came up with a value of the half-life a factor of three 
smaller (about 105 years with an uncertainty of plus or minus about 20 years). More 
recent measurements suggest the best value is closer to 130 years. 

* Contributed by: H.E. Gove, Nuclear Structure Research Laboratory, University of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y. 
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AMS in Environmental Applications* 

Source Identification 

Many carbonaceous gases and particles in the atmosphere are of great concern 
because of their important roles in tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry, 
atmospheric visibility, health effects and climate. These species can be listed as CO2, 
CH4, CO, hydrocarbons, halocarbons, volatile organic compounds and particles. 

One of the approaches to know their effects in the atmosphere is to understand the 
emission sources, especially natural and anthropogenic sources. Radiocarbon (14C) 
has been demonstrated to be useful in distinguishing sources, due to 14C's unique 
power of discriminating fossil from biogenic carbon. Also, 14C can be very useful as 
a tracer for atmospheric transportation. AMS offers great promise for the advances 
of such studies. 

To Reveal Atmospheric Long-term Change Patterns 

Ice covers have formed in polar regions for at least 100,000 years, with air samples of 
various periods frozen in. 14C is an isotope which can be used both as a tracer and a 
time indicator. By taking ice cores of different layers in the polar regions, the 
concentration of important carbonaceous species ( CO2, CH4, etc ) and 14C value are 
all available. The study is not only significant to understand ancient atmospheric 
features and change patterns, but also helpful to learn the tendency of modern 
atmospheric variation. 

Carbon Cycle and Global Change 

The amount of radiocarbon introduced to the atmosphere during nuclear tests is 
substantial. Their sinks provide very useful information about carbon reservoirs 
and the exchange among them. By getting the information of 14C distribution, we 
can know the carbon storage in different reservoirs and their change tendencies, 
which is very helpful to predict the global change of carbonaceous species and 
related effects. 

Atmospheric Chemical Kinetic Studies 

Labeling 14C in compounds can show the reaction path and some reaction 
parameters as a reaction rate constant. 14C abundance can also be helpful to 
investigate the kinetic information about wet and dry deposition. This kind of 
research might be quite difficult, but it can be a possible application for future AMS 
after technical improvement, especially applying target minimization techniques. 

* Contributed by: G. Zhiyu, Institute of Heavy Ion Physics, Peking University, Beijing, China 
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AMS Monitoring of Nuclear Facilities and 
Safeguard Related Activities* 

There are many long-lived radioactivities generated by nuclear facilities that are 
very hard to detect by conventional alpha, beta or gamma ray counting methods. As 
a result, their unintentional release occurs which, although of little significance 
biologically, provides information on the processes inside the nuclear facility. Many 
of these long-lived radioactivities can now be detected by Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry (AMS) methods and are being used for a variety of investigations. 
Two isotopes that have been well developed are: 

12 9/ (ji j2 = iSMah This nucleus is released by reprocessing plants at Cap La 
Hague (France) and Sell afield (England) into the ocean where it makes a 
useful oceanic tracer The 10% released as vapor sometimes finds its way to 
the high Arctic where it is caught on filters. These uses are in the early stages 
of investigation, and the possible role of the Chernobyl disaster and the 
Siberian/Ural dump sites is still being studied. 129I can be detected easily by 
AMS at great distances in about 1 liter of sea water or on air filters. 

36Cl (TlH = 03Ma)\ This nucleus is released by nuclear power plants and 
presumably reprocessing plants in detectable amounts by AMS. It is being 
used to investigate the chlorine contamination in high neutron flux areas. 
Again, although biologically unimportant, it is an indication of plant activity 
which bypasses normal monitoring methods. 

Nuclear power plants and reprocessing facilities emit these and other long-lived 
radioactivities into the surroundings. They can be detected by AMS and can and do 
provide valuable information. 

Besides detecting long-lived radioactivities such as 129I and ^Cl , it is possible to 
detect rare long-lived isotopes of uranium and thorium using AMS because of the 
almost complete absence of isobars. Here, the destruction of interfering molecular 
ions and the fact that both negative and positive ion mass spectrometry are used, 
makes new measurements possible. For example, the recent2) observation of 
natural ^ U in uranium ore at a level of 5 x 10"10 of ^ U illustrates the potential of 
AMS. This discovery followed the observation that some commercial uranium 
powder had depleted ^ U abundance. The presence in such powder of ^ U was 
easily detected (lOppm) illustrating that the uranium had been both in reactors and 
enrichment plants at various times in its history. 

* Contributed by: A.E. Litherland, IsoTrace Laboratory, University of Toronto, Canada 
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To demonstrate further the power of AMS, the isotopes 230Th, 231 Pa, ^ 6 Ra and 210Pb 
in uranium ore were detected at natural abundances. However, the detection of 
trace long-lived uranium and thorium isotopes in uranium and thorium metal is 
probably the most unique attribute of AMS. 

Consequently, as part of a nuclear safeguards protocol, the assay of ^ U , 233U in 
uranium and 229Th/

 230Th in thorium could be valuable for indicating, as it does, 
the human use of these elements in the past. The extension of the early work 2) will 
require some improvements in both the negative and positive ion mass 
spectrometry if a goal of lppt (1(H2) is to be reached. However, this is being done at 
several laboratories. Planned ion source improvements could extend the limits 
even further. 

1) Kilius, L.R., Raisbeck. G.M., Yiou, F., Zhou, Z.Q., Smith, J.N., Dahle, S., Matishov, D.G. (1994), "A 
Measurement of the Distribution in Sediments Sampled from the Arctic Seas Surrounding 
Novaga Zemlya", Conference on Environmental Radioactivity in the Arctic and Antarctic, Kirkeres, 
Norway; Kilius, L.R., Rucklidge, J.C., Soto, C. (1994), "The Dispersal of 1 2 9 I from the Columbia 
River Estuary", Nucl. Inst. Meth. B92, pp 393. 

2) Zhao, X.-L., Nadeau, M.-J., Kilius, L.R., Litherland, A.E. (1994), "Detection of Naturally-Occurring 
2 3^U from Uranium Ore", Earth Plant. Sei. Lett 124, pp241. 

Applications of AMS for 
Dose Reconstruction and Risk Assessment 

Now that the Cold War is over, there are many requirements for understanding the 
radioactive doses which communities may have received during nuclear programs. 
One such requirement exists at the Mayak Facility which is near Chelbynsk in 
Russia on the Tesha River. In 1957, there was a major facility accident there, which 
contaminated 22,000 square kilometers. Much of the radioactivity ended up in a 
small lake which now has a radioactivity of 120 MCi. Presently the lake is being 
drained and sealed to prevent radioisotopes from being blown across the 
countryside, but there is need for understanding the effects of the radiation that has 
been dispersed to the population over the last 40 years. 

AMS can be helpful in mapping and estimating the distribution of earlier isotopes. 
1291, cesium, and strontium concentrations are needed to understand integrated 
environmental exposures. 
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AMS Detection of 1 2 9I and 
Some Applications* 

129I is a long lived (16 million year half-life) isotope that has until very recently been 
almost completely ignored as a tracer in terrestrial, atmospheric and oceanic 
systems. This is all the more surprising given that the production of 129I through 
fission and release via weapons testing and nuclear fuel reprocessing has added 
more 129I1), to the oceans alone, than the total pre-nuclear inventory of 1.3 x 1027 

atoms. 

Advances in mass spectrometry, in particular accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 
has made the detection of 129I 2 '3) routine and in some cases 129I has become the 
tracer of choice due to the small sample capabilities with AMS. Samples of sea water 
as small as 100ml from the Arctic Ocean and 1 ml from the North Sea can be 
utilized. 

The following projects attest to the versatility and the strategic importance of 129I: 

1.) Considerable international effort has been given to the measurement of 
anthropogenicaily produced 129I that is being transported into the North 
Atlantic following systematic releases from reprocessing facilities at Sellafield, 
U.K., and Cap La Hague, France. During the spring of 1993, the research 
vessel, RV Polarstern completed a cruise across the Fram Strait at 79°N and 
the Greenland gyre at 75°N. In the fall of that year the research vessel, C.S.S. 
Hudson sampled the southern Greenland and Norwegian Seas, the Denmark 
Straits and the Iceland-Scotland overflows. Data derived from these tracer 
experiments have provided important information on the transport of water 
masses and in particular the study of deep water formation which is of 
particular interest to global oceanic circulation. *29I results from these cruises 
have been recently submitted for publication (Zhou et al, to be published in 
Science). 

2.) Following the release of reports from Russia on nuclear waste disposal 
within the Kara and Barents Seas (Yablokov report, 1992) the research vessel, 
Viktor Buynitskiy (1992), and the research vessel, Geolog Fersam (1993) 
surveyed the waters and sediments around the island of Novaya Zemlya. 
Samples were collected for the analysis of 129I. Although no anomalous 
concentrations of 129I were detected that could be linked directly to Russian 
waste disposal, the impact of Sellafield and Cap la Hague discharges were 
clearly identified 4 '5). 

* Contributed by: L. R. Kilius, IsoTrace Laboratory, University of Toronto, Canada 
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3.) Initial analysis of l29l in water samples collected from the Chukchi Sea, off 
the coast of Alaska during the 1993 cruise of the research vessel, C.S.S. Henry 
Larsen indicated that water contaminated by Sellafield had crossed the Canada 
Basin and had reached the North American Continental shelf. These analysis 
permit new estimates of the rates of contamination transport through the 
Arctic Ocean. Subsequent cruises of the research vessel, C.S.S. Louis St. 
Laurent and the USS Polar Star across the north pole has provided clear 
evidence, within the 129I record, of an anomalous influx of warmer Atlantic 
waters into the Canadian basin. A follow-up experiment is now underway 
under the polar ice cap using a nuclear submarine to sample at depths as great 
as 150-200 m. 

4.) The transport and dilution of 129I from nuclear waste storage sites is 
actively underway and has been reported in more detail in a separate 
contribution. At Idaho Falls, Hanford and within the Great Lakes system the 
distribution of 129I is being characterized by numerous groups at the IsoTrace 
Lab in Toronto, the University of Rochester and both government and 
research laboratories within Idaho. The sites at Idaho Falls and Hanford are 
particularly important as the high concentrations of stored nuclear waste can 
be hazardous. Pathway studies to humans and total dose estimates based in 
part on 129I have been conducted. Similar studies are underway in the 
Marshall Islands to reconstruct the doses from weapons testing. 

5.) The transport of radio-isotopes from the site of the 1957 accident at the 
nuclear weapons facility in Chelybinsk, Russia is actively under study. An 
area of approximately 22,000 km2 is believed to be affected. Some of this 
released radioactivity had been transported down the Techa-Ob river system6) 
and into the Kara Sea5). 129I within the Ob River proper and the Kara Sea 
appears to be connected with this 1957 event. 

6.) Reprocessing facilities are known to discharge approximately 10% of their 
total 129I output into the atmosphere. For example, at Sellafield, iodine 
\29\j\27\ ratios as high as 10~5 have been reported in mosses 7 \ Evidence has 
now been obtained for meridional surges that periodically transport this 
isotope across the polar regions deep into the Canadian Arctic 

1.) Yiou, et al. (1994), Nucl. Inst Meth. B92, pp 436. 
2.) Elmore, D., et al. (1980), Nature 286, pp 138. 
3.) Kilius, L., et al. (1987), Nucl. Inst. Meth. B 29, pp 72. 
4.) Kilius, L., et al. (1993), Int. Conf. on Env. Rad. in the Arctic and Antarctic, Kirkenees, Norway, pp 

333. 
5.) Raisbeck, et al. (1993), Int. Conf. on Env. Rad. in the Arctic and Antarctic, Kirkenees, Norway, pp 

125. 
6.) Moran, B., et al. University of Rhode Island (1995), ANWAP Conf., Woods Hole, Massachusetts. 
7.) Rucklidge, J., et al. (1994), Nucl. Inst Meth. BS2, pp 417. 
8.) Kilius, L., et al. (1995), ANWAP Conf., Woods Hole, Massachusetts. 
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AMS Measurements Of Iodine-129 At The 
Idaho Falls National Engineering Laboratory* 

Fission products such as 129I and "Tc, along with other fission products are leaking 
into the environment as a result of operations at several former nuclear fuel 
reprocessing sites operated by the United States Department of Energy. We have 
carried out preliminary measurements of 129I in soil cores having depth up to 20 cm 
and at distances ranging from 1 to 124 miles from the sources of the leakage at the 
Idaho Falls Engineering Laboratory at Idaho Falls, Idaho. The 129I atoms per gram of 
soil were measured both at the Nuclear Structure Research Laboratory (NSRL) at the 
University of Rochester and at the Isotrace Laboratory at the University of Toronto. 
The results are summarized below in Table I. 

Table I: 
129i Concentrations Around the 

Idaho Falls Engineering Laboratory 

Site Distance Soil Concentration Depth Measurement 
of 229/ 

Depth 
Laboratory 

3 1 mile 2.8X10H a. g-1 0 - 10cm NSRL 
3.6 x 1010 10-20 NSRL 

2 10 3.0 x 10*0 0 - 1 0 NSRL 
3.3 x 109 10-20 NSRL 

Terreton 32 2.8 x 109 0 - 1 0 IsoTrace 
Carey 51 1.2 xlO9 0 - 1 0 IsoTrace 
Richfield 69 1.4 xlO9 0 - 1 0 IsoTrace 
Island Park 99 1.3 x 109 0 - 1 0 IsoTrace 
Yellowstone 124 1.2 x 109 0 - 1 0 IsoTrace 

* Contributed by: T.M. Beasley, Environmental Measurements Laboratory, US. Department of 
Energy, New York, NY 

H.E. Gove, U. Fehn and R.T.D. Teng, Nuclear Structure Research Laboratory, 
University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 
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Using the above data and assuming the 129I distribution is uniform at a given 
distance from the source, the total number of 129I atoms emitted was 4 x 1025. Idaho 
Falls National Laboratory reports a total emission through the years of 4.4 Ci or 1026 

atoms of 129I, so only 40% can be accounted for. Even this is an overestimate since it 
assumes the winds blew equally in all directions at the times of emission whereas 
these soil samples were collected along a line running north-east to south-west 
through the source, the prevailing wind direction. The question remains, where 
has all the rest of the 129I gone? A possible answer might be that the contributions 
of 129I from INEL mixed into global and NTS fallout over great areas and were 
simply "lost" in this fallout "background". The observation that atom 
concentrations flattened out to nearly constant values as a function of distance is 
consistent with this notion. 

It is interesting, but probably irrelevant, to note that soil samples taken from 120 
miles north east of Chernobyl after the reactor accident had concentrations of 109 

atoms of 129I per gram of soil. This is remarkably similar to the concentrations 50 
miles and beyond at Idaho Falls National Laboratory. 
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AMS Measurement of 239pu/240pu Ratio* 

Due to the intense atmospheric nuclear weapon tests in the 1950's, as well as the 
planned and accidental releases from reactors of nuclear power plants, submarines, 
and spent-fuel reprocessing plants, a large amount of man-made plutonium has 
now been distributed in the environment, being readily found in the global fallout, 
sea water, sedimentation, tree rings, animal and human bodies in some areas. 
Because of the potential harm of its chemical toxicity and radioactivity, the behavior 
of plutonium in the environment has always been one of the focuses in 
environmental studies. 

Several techniques have been used for the measurement of trace amounts of 
plutonium. Among them, the most commonly used method is alpha-spectrometry. 
With alpha-spectrometry, the isotope ratio of 239Pu/240Pu cannot be measured 
because the alpha-particles from both isotopes have nearly identical energies. 
Although some hard efforts have been spent to separate the two isotopes based on 
the detailed analysis of their energy spectrum, it is neither reliable nor practical. As a 
result, the activity of ^ P u and 240Pu is almost always reported together as a total in 
the literatures. However, the 239Pu/240Pu ratio often carries the most important 
information in a case study, as it reveals the original source (nuclear bombs or 
reactors of certain types) of plutonium. Based on this, a better method should be 
developed for measuring the 239Pu/240Pu ratio effectively. 

Among all the analytical methods available today, mass spectrometry seems to be 
the most promising one to fulfill this need. Both thermal ionization and 
inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry have reasonable ionization 
efficiency for plutonium, but they cannot eliminate the hydride and other 
molecular interferences to yield reliable results. AMS, on the other hand, is capable 
of counting and identifying an individual atom without any molecular interference. 
However, the ionization and transmission efficiencies of plutonium in a 
Tandetron-based AMS system are expected to be low. But the unique feature of 
AMS, which is necessary for trace-amount plutonium detection, warrants an effect 
to determine these efficiencies experimentally so that the usefulness of AMS for 
measuring the plutonium ratio in environmental samples can be established. 

Our results of the Pu244 experiment suggest, that as far as cesium sputter ion sources 
are concerned, mono-oxide is a good molecule for measuring plutonium, with 
which a counting-rate of 5 counts per second has been obtained from the 244Pu target 
described before. If all the sample material were used up, some 5 x 105 244pu+4 ions 

* Contributed by: A.E. Litherland, IsoTrace Laboratory, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada 
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would be collected, implying a total detection efficiency (ionization and 
transmission) of 5 x 10-8- Considering that a realistic environmental sample 
contains not much more than 107 plutonium atoms, the above efficiency is too 
small. Since at least 1000 plutonium ions have to be collected for a 3% 
measurement, the total detection efficiency must be 10~4 or higher for the AMS 
method to be practical for measuring plutonium. The transmission efficiency for 
plutonium, which is around 10"2, can not be expected to be much improved. This 
means the main effort of the plutonium work is to find a way to ionize plutonium 
with at least 10-2 efficiency. An opportunity exists for a major improvement based 
on the fact that the plutonium in the previous sample was not in an oxidized form, 
the oxygen was mainly from the residual water vapor in the ion source. Plutonium 
should be prepared in the form of oxide1), or oxygen must be sprayed onto the target 
during the measurement. Work is also planned on the development of a charge 
exchange source of Pu" ions. 

1) According to Fifield 0.1% ionization efficiency is already attainable with a tested PuO+Fe3C>4 
target. 
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AMS and Detectionof 2 3 6 U 
in the Cigar Lake Uranium Ore* 

A program has been established to detect the naturally-occurring 236U in high grade 
uranium ores. It has been known for half a century that both neutron induced 
fission and (n, y) reaction occur in natural uranium ores. This is based on 
observations such as the detection of 239Pu in pitchblende, the observation of the 
variations of the yields of the stable isotopes of xenon and krypton, and the 
measurement of the variability of the natural abundance of 235U. 

It is therefore expected that, despite the low abundance of 235U, 236U should be a 
naturally-occurring isotope arising from (n, y) reactions with the ^ U in uranium 
ores. If a uranium ore deposit is saturated with water, as it was in the Oklo natural 
nuclear reactors, MeV neutrons from spontaneous fission of 238U will be readily 
thermalized before interaction. Thus, the large cross section for 235U thermal 
neutron absorption can be a major boost for 236U production. Because ^ U is a 
long-lived radioactive isotope (x 1/2 = 2.342 x 107a), a small amount of ^ U should 
be maintained at an equilibrium ratio with 23&U. By assuming a 100% neutron 
thermalization efficiency, with 2.5 neutrons per 238U fission, it is estimated that the 
concentration of 236U to 238U c a n £>e a s fogh as 7 x 10~10 in 100% uranium ores 
(U3Og). 

Potentially, 236U may be a very useful isotope for environmental studies. However, 
this point has never been investigated, probably due to the lack of any analytical 
methods for detecting 236U at low levels. The sensitivity of conventional mass 
spectrometry for measuring 236U is far below its natural level. Background studies 
made at IsoTrace indicates that, in principle, a sensitivity of 236U/ 238U of 4 x 10"10 is 
attainable for detecting ^ U in uranium ores, using existing IsoTrace equipment. 
For the measurements, the negative molecular ion, UO~, was used because it has the 
highest yield from uranium oxide targets. In order to avoid any molecular 
interferences and to reduce background levels, the charge-changing process 2 3 6U1 60" 
to 236u+5 was used at a terminal voltage of 1.60 MV. 

Under the above conditions and with the targets made of a compressed mixture of 
powdered Cigar Lake uranium ore material (0.689 g/g) and niobium powder 
(0.311 g/ g), a small quantity of 236U was indeed detected, as can be seen in Figures 1 

* Contributed by: X.L. Zhao, IsoTraee Laboratory, University of Toronto, Canada 
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and 2. The counting rate of 236jj+5 from the uranium ore samples was very low, but 
the signal-to-background ratio at the peak justifies the claim for a positive detection. 
The concentration, after subtracting background, was estimated to be 236 j j /238u = 

(5.6 ± 1.5) x lO-10, which is in very good agreement with the theoretical expectation, 
considering the fact that the Cigar Lake uranium ore is indeed saturated by ground 
water and that this ore contains the highest concentration of uranium (40% - 60%) 
in the world. 

It can be seen that the tail from 235u+6 interferes with the detection of 236(j+6_ This 
interference will be greatly reduced if a higher dispersion magnet is substituted for 
the existing injection analyzer. 
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Abstract 
A new generation accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS) is operational since May 1994 at the Centre for Isotope Research 

in Groningen, The Netherlands. The fully automated and high throughput AMS system, manufactured by High Voltage 
Engineering Europa (HVEE) is dedicated to radiocarbon analysis. The model 4130 l4C AMS is able to analyse up to 3000 
samples per year. The system is characterized by a simultaneous transport of all three isotopes. Since the system is fully 
operational, various tests have been done to obtain insight in the system performance. Background, including sample 
preparation is, at present, approximately 45 ka and is still improving, whereas machine background is negligible. 
Performance tests on identical samples and cross checking with conventional UC decay counting and l3C spectrometry 
showed a precision on the 135 and the , 4 C / 12C ratio of better than 2%o and 0.5 pMC respectively. 

1. Introduction 

Accelerator mass spectrometry has established itself as 
an important dating tool in archaeology, geosiences, 
oceanography and other related research fields as well as 
biomedical applications. The ability to measure samples 
1000 times smaller than used in scintillation or gas count-
ing techniques in conjunction with high throughput widens 
the applications of AMS in the future [ l l 

At the Centre for Isotope Research in Groningen low 
background measurements by decay counting ( M C and 3H) 
and stable isotope mass spectrometry (*H, l3C, ISN, '*0) 
are used for many years in the research fields mentioned 
above. Results of the first project (Wiggle-match dating of 
Holocene raised peat bog deposits) will be published shortly 
[2]. 

In this facility one of the new generation high precision 
and high throughput MC AMS systems has been put into 
routine operation since May 1994. 

The system is built by High Voltage Engineering Eu-
ropa and it is, after the Woods Hole machine (3J. the 
second spectrometer which measures all three carbon iso-
topes simultaneously. This guarantees that all three iso-
topes are measured under the same conditions and further-
more it provides a strong, on-line diagnostic tool for the 
health of the complete system. The system is capable to 
date up to 3000 samples per year. 

* Corresponding author. Tel. +31 33 619741. fax +31 33 
615291. 

In earlier publications we reported on the individual 
performance of various machine sections (4.5]- In this 
article we mainly concentrate on overall system perfor-
mance. Furthermore we will present some further develop-
ments on the 4130 I-<C AMS spectrometer. 

2. System description 

A detailed system description has been given in several 
publications [3-6]. Pig. 1 shows the layout of the system. 

The cesium sputter type ion source is discussed else-
where [7], whereas in Section 3 we describe the sample 
movement in detail. The source produces a C~ beam of 
typically 50 jjlA at approximately 36 keV that is focussed 
by an einzellens on a defining aperture. After this aperture 
the beam enters a recombinator (8] that consists of four 
second order corrected 45* magnets. The first pair of 
magnets analyses the beam and separates the desired masses 
12, 13 and 14 at the symmetry plane of the recombinator 
by about 20 mm. Moveable beam stoppers in the symme-
try plane allow every isotope to be injected and analysed 
separately. A chopper wheel located in the symmetry plane 
of the recombinator reduces the l2C beam load for the 
accelerator and the high energy spectrometer by a factor of 
about 90 [6]. The second pair of magnets recombine the 
three isotopes on the optical axis of the accelerator for 
simultaneous injection. 

In the Tandetron"" accelerator the singly charged nega-
tive ions are focused and accelerated to a terminal, which 
operates at +2.5 MV. After charge changing to the mean 

0168-583X/95/S09.50 C 1995 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
SSDl 01 68-5 83X(94)00688- I 
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charge state 3 + . the ions are accelerated back lo ground 
potential to an energy of 10 McV. The high energy 
acceleration tube has a specially designed, inclined-field 
electrode arrangement to suppress ambiguities of ions with 
the same mass energy product as the wanted 10 MeV 
MC3 + particles, which result from charge exchange pro-
cesses during the acceleration to ground potential [6J. 

The final analysis is done by an achromatic high energy 
spectrometer, consisting of a 11 CP magnet, a 33" electro-
static deflector and a 90° magnet The first magnet selects 
the 3 + charge state and separates the three isotopes. The 
l2C and " C beams are measured in individual Faraday 
cups, located in the image point of the 110* magnet-
Typical currents are in the range of 300 to 800 nA. The 
l3C cup is equipped with an integrated slit system [4J. The 
error signal that is generated by this system is fed back to 
the terminal voltage power supply and guarantees a stable 
beam position in the high energy spectrometer at any time. 
Because the slit system provides information on the beam 
position with a resolution of approximately 0.1 mm* it is 
also a strong diagnostic tool for tuning the system. 

After the 110" magnet the ,4C particles subsequently 
pass two additional dispersive elements, a 33* electrostatic 
deflector, which blocks almost all residual ambiguities 
with the same mass energy product as 10 MeV l4C3"^, and 
a 90° magnet for further background reduction, introduced 
by scattering effects at the 33* deflector plates or by two 
step charge exchange processes with the residual gas. The 
latter background is minimized by vacuum conditions be-
low 10"* mbar in the , 4C spectrometer. I4C ions are 
detected in an isobutane filled ionization chamber isolated 
from the vacuum system by an mylar foil ( — 350 
t t g / c m ' 2 thickness). This detector provides a d E / d x 
and a £finaJ signal. By gating these signals with standard 
electronic devices all unwanted particles are eliminated 
from the spectrum. 

3. The ion source 

As cratering of the target sample surface will cause 
increasing mass fractionation with time it should be mini-

mized if one wants to perform high precision measure-
ments. This can be done by systematically moving the 
sample under the bombarding cesium beam such that the 
surface is sputtered more uniformity. 

In the ion source of the model 4130 ,4C AMS system a 
computer controlled X-Y sample movement is incorpo-
rated and is implemented in the software of the data 
acquisition. Up to 64 positions on the sample surface can 
be selected and the data acquisition is perfonned in time 
blocks of approximately 30 s. After every block, data are 
saved and the X—Y tabic moves the sample to the next 
point on the sample surface to be irradiated by the cesium 
beam, thereby minimizing cratering effects. An additional 
advantage of this scanning of the sample is that the target 
material can be sputtered more effectively, that is up to the 
point where almost no material is left on the sample 
holder. 

The diameter of the cesium beam on the sample surface 
can be controlled by the distance of the target holder to the 
ionizer, which can be set from the computer. Experiments 
have shown that this diameter can be adjusted down to 
approximately 350 allowing precise control of the 
sputtering cesium beam on the sample. Fig. 2 shows a 
picture of a sample after irradiation by the cesium beam on 
5 different spots. 

The ion source can accomodate up to 59 samples. In 
order to minimize cross contamination from sample to 
sample, the targets are stored in a revolving wheel, approx-
imately 100 mm away from the sample under analysis. 

4. System performance 

System performance will be shown in 3 sections: 1) 
background measurements, 2) acceptance test performance 
obtained from ANU-sucrose targets and 3) Comparison 
with measurements from l 3C mass spectrometry and ,4C 
decay counting (conventional). 

4.1. Background measurements 

The background level is. at present. 45 ka or around 0.2 
pMC [91 This includes target preparation, which is clearly 
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the HVEE C AMS system. 
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Rg. 2. Picture of a sample after irradiation on five different spots. 
The black area represents the 2 mm diameter graphite sample 
material. 

channel 
Fig. 3. Top: energy spectrum (gated), measured from a ANU-
sucrosc target. Bottom: energy spectrum (ungated), measured 
from a machine blank. Both spectra were counted for about 30 
min. 

4.2. Acceptance test performance 

the limiting factor. Since the first weeks of operation this 
number is still improving. Preparations to make the analy-
sis of old samples possible (such as a semi-ctcan room 
etc.) are under way. 

In order to determine machine background, a carbon 
free aluminum target ("machine blank") was analyzed. 
Fig. 3 shows the spectrum obtained. The peak at channel 
100 is generated by alpha particles from a 24'Am source, 
which is placcd in the detector for testing purposes. The 
counts beyond channci 120 can be considered as back-
ground from the AMS system. In this spectrum only one 
count is observed in the r4C window, which indicates that 
machine background is negligible. In the top of Rg. 3 a 
(gated) spectrum from a ANU-sucrose target is shown. The 
window that is indicated was set by the detector electron-
ics. 

In May 1994 the system was accepted based on the 
following tests. On two succeeding days a batch of identi-
cally produced ANU-sucrose samples was analyzed. Fig. 4 
shows the , 3 C / I2C ratio as was measured over an interval 
of more than 2 hours on the first day. Six sucrose samples 
are used in 12 runs, whereby every sample was loaded 
twice. Every data point in the graph represents the mean of 
80 current measurements earned out in 40 s. It can be seen 
that there is no long term drift on a %o level. Note that all 
data points are within 4%e. The small drifts that are visible 
for each individual run are most likely related to sample 
heat up introduced by the cesium sputter beam. To avoid 
these drifts an improved target cooling clamp has been 
installed and is presently under investigation. 

Table 1 shows the mean and the standard deviation of 
measurements, performed on the two succeeding days. The 

) Table I 
Results from measurements of the two succeeding days. The l ! C and 13 C currents were in the range of 500 to 650 nA on both days 

Sucrose 
150.61 pMC 

t:'C/ t2C " C / , 3 C M C / I 2 C Sucrose 
150.61 pMC mean 

(xl0" :) 
°ivt mean 

( x 10" , 0) 
mean 
( X 1 0 - " ) 

Oid <r 
(pMO 

First day. 6 samples. 1.0719 0.5%« 1.4705 l.7%o 1.5762 I J%> 023 
0 2.2%c statistics 

Second day. 5 samples. 1.0696 1.8%. 1.4718 1.8%o 1.5743 3.1%« 0.48 
Q 1.7%» statistics 

Difference between the 2 17«- 0.9%« l.2%o (0.18 pMC) 
mans of both days 
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counting statistics on the two days were 2.2%c and I.7%o 
respectively. The ion source and the terminal voltage were 
switched off between both days. No data block was re-
jected and only a simple software window for the UC 
counts from the EflM3l detector was used. The table shows 
that a precision below 0.5 pMC can be obtained on a 
routine basis. The last row in Table 1 present the differ-
ence between the means of both days. During the perfor-
mance tests a day to day stability below 0.5 pMC was 
achieved 

4.3. Comparison with 13C spectrometry and 14C decay 
counting 

In the first weeks after the acceptance of the machine, 
extensive tests were performed on targets with a well 
known carbon isotopic ratio. The 12 samples that were 
used partly originated from IAEA intercomparison stan-
dards and partly they were submitted to the "conventional" 
laboratory at the University of Groningen. The UC content 
in the samples varied from approximately 4 to 151 pMC 
Fig. 5 shows the difference in the ,3S and the M C / , 2 C 
ratio between the results obtained from ,3C spectrometry 
and ,4C decay counting on one side ("conventional") and 
AMS on the other as a function of the ,4C content. In the 
figure dashed lines show the standard deviation in the 
measurements, which is 1-5%« for and 0.4 pMC for the 
M C / , 2 C ratio. These results are comparable to those 
obtained during the acceptance test (Table 1) and show 
that the overall system performance on 13S and the 
M C / , 2 C ratio is better than 2%c and 0.5 pMC respec-
tively. 

5. Further developments 

The next HVEE ,4C spectrometer, purchased by the 
University of Kiel, Germany has been assembled and is 
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Fig. 4. Stability measurement of the " C / , 2 C ratio over 2 hoars 
for 6 différent ANU-sucrose samples. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of n S and the U C / , 2 C ratio between "con-
ventional" and AMS measurements for 12 samples with varying 
WC content. Dashed lines indicate the standard deviation. 

currently in its final test phase. In consultation with the 
University of Kiel several features have been added: 

- Both acceleration tubes have been modified and are 
now fully magnetically supressed. First tests at rated volt-
age and normal beam load indicated that the radiation level 
is now at such a level as to allow full access to the 
machine during operation. 

- Two beam profile monitors were added to the system 
(see Fig. 1). The monitors are integrated in the computer 
control system and the beam profiles can be displayed on 
the computer screen. 

- An aperture between the 33a electrostatic deflector 
and the 90s magnet has been added. 

The last two features are very useful diagnostic tools 
for the operator during tune-up of the system. The beam 
profile monitors allow the system to be tuned in such a 
way that the position of the beam waists are in correspon-
dence to the optical design. By the addition of the earlier 
mentioned aperture the tuning of the 33* electrostatic 
deflector and the 90a magnet is un-coupled and therefore 
straightforward. 

6. Conclusions 

The fully automated and high throughput HVEE l4C 
AMS system at the University of Groningen is fully 
operational. In the ion source, motor controlled sample 
movements give full control over the sputtering process 
and therefore mass fractionation resulting from sample 
cratering is minimized. The system features a simultaneous 
transport and analysis of all three carbon isotopes which is 
a strong on-line diagnostic tool for the health of the entire 
system. Various measurements have shown that machine 
background is negligible and that the overall system per-
formance on n S and the , 4 C/ ,2C ratio is better than 2%o 
and 0.5 pMC respectively. 
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Futher developments cm the next HVEE U C spectrome-
ter, shortly to be shipped to the University of Kiel, sim-
plify the tuning of the machine. 
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